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Subscriptions >3 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HI8TORT
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
tn 1835 and In 1891 changed its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Discharged From W. P. A. Jobs
In Denver Because They “Loafed."
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-A FAMED QUARTET

HAS BIG PROBLEMS

You Will See a Wonderful King's Ambassador’s Quartet Much Expected On Commis
Array of Very High Class
sion To Which Cong. Mo
To Be Heard Oct. 14 In
A Foreign Wars veteran hands us
Vaudeville
ran May Be Called
Lion’s Course
the following communication which

THREE CENTS A COPY

Saturday

Issue

Volume 91 .................. Number 1 16.

HEADING INTO THE STORM

A Nine-Hundred Mile Motor Tour Which Began
With a 70-Mile Gale

LANDON LEADING

tTwenty-One States Heard
From In Digest Poll—
Ahead In California

Returns from more than half a
Patrons of North Knox Fair like
With President Roosevelt expected
One of the most powerful and ef
million ballots ln the Literary Di
good vaudeville and that ls what fective agencies working in the in to name the new Maritime Commis
gest's national poll this week show
they are going to get at Union next terest of the Blind and in the Interest sion shortly, Shipping Board Bureau
(By The Roving Reporter—Third Installment)
Landon leading Roosevelt by a threa
Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday. of Sight Conservation today is the officials said Thursday that among
r. ••• ■
two young men were approaching to two margin, Lemke's strength con
Here ls the story:
International Association of Lions its numerous problems will be the
and one remarked:
»
Certainty ls the father of right —
THE TWO STONES—A snappy
tinuing to decline.
* and mother of Justice. —Pope
»
prescription of minimum wage scales
"Been to any ball games lately?”
Clubs.
The
field
is
covered
ln
its
icomedy acrobatic offering, full of
The returns include votes from 21
and
"reasonable"
working
conditions
Called Upon MacMillan
surprise features, will be submitted entirety, ranging from eye sight con
States, or eight more than the previfor American seamen.
by the Two Stones. This duo com servation, such as compulsory treat
I suppose if my wanderings ever ous week. Of the total of 500,506
The five-member commission, which
prises a pretty young maid full of ment of children’s eyes with a protook me to Egypt or Alaska somebody votes tabulated, Landon has 293,971.
will direct the ship subsidy program
pep and personality and a ridiculous
would rise up to talk baseball with Roosevelt has 185,495 and Lemke
phylaxix at birth, or by requiring the enacted in the last Congress, will
buffoon whose absurd antics are a
me. Well, it is a welcome subject, 19,632.
have
authority
to
fix
minimum
per

L ive
sure-fire cure for the blues. They use of large readable type faces in
and on this occasion I was well
California, Colorado, Kansas, North
sonnel and wage scales and to desig
run the gamut of advanced acro school text books, or by providing
pleased to meet Herbert Berry of j Dakota and Nebraska, five of the
A nd
nate
working
conditions
on
all
ocean

batics, thelr serious feats being well those unfortunate ones who have al
Camden and Roland Smith of Owl's new states reported, go for Landon,
going vessels which receive operating
blended with the comedy stunts which ready lost thelr sight, with the neces
N ot
Head, who were employed on How while Georgia, Florida and Alabama
subsidies.
Approaching Truro, on Cape Cod,
never fail to keep the spectators ln sities of life, with recreational out
ard Anderson’s scallop smack Alice throw thelr votes largely to Roose
Officials
said
comprehensive
data
on
D estroy
lets, and with industrial facilities to
the motorists' attention is attracted May. The craft had put into port
a state of high humor.
velt. California's vote is of special
wages and related matters now held
BOLDER LANDRY & COMPANY enable them to be totally or partially
to the two large white churches upon receipt of the radio storm warn interest because of the strong claims
O ur
by
the
Shipping
Board
Bureau
will
—The ordinary human being finds it self-supporting.
which stand on a high elevation and ing and the boys were giving Prov being made for that state by both
With this before the Club as a year be turned over to the commission,
N ation
most difficult to retain the correct
Republicans and Democrats. The first
are the most conspicuous objects on incetown the once over.
and
that
it
probably
will
confer
with
posture for proper balancing, and it round task it is only natural that
I had another objective in visiting straw ballot returns give Landon a
ship
operators
and
seamen's
repre

the
sky
line.
The
Truro
Centra!
will certainly hit the minds of the cash ls needed to carry on this work.
Provincetown and that was to pay
To help raise the cash for the coming sentatives before promulgating mini High School, with its attractive my respects to Commander Donald slight lead, 17.006 to 16,018 for Roose
audience
with
a
bang,
that
there
is
LOUIE J. DREWETT
velt in that state.
mum standards.
something wrong with their posture, season, the Rockland Lions have been
grounds likewise commands atten B, MacMillan, the Arctic explorer,
TEACHER OF PIANO
After
these
regulations
are
tenta

etc., when they witness the perfor very fortunate in securing four very
who has a delightful home there.
Private lersons in the homes or in
tively advanced, it was said, hearings tion.
in from the Atlantic their color
mance of Bolder Landry & Co. who high class entertainments. The first
her studio at
The country, with its many scrub Everybody in Provincetown appar changing from blue to green, and
probably
will
be
held
at
which
all
in

32 School St..
Rockiand, Me.
has claims to the distinction of being on the list is the Internationally
ently knows this distinguished son
terested parties may make sugges pines, wears a strange appearance,
then resolving themselves info the
Tel. 883-W
able to balance himself on billiard famous King's Ambassadors Quartet.
of Freeport, and I had no trouble in
tions
When
the
standards
are
finally
white
of the surf. In the distance
116*8119
somehow different than anything finding his residence which faces the
cues, cigar boxes, and practically any The entertainments will be held in
was
the
Coast Guard Station of
adopted,
they
can
be
changed
only
thing that may strike his fancy. the High School building.
else I have seen in New England, but narrow Main street but which from
Peaked Hill Bar. Peaked Hili Bari
upon formal complaint and hearing.
There is no doubt that this artist has
King's Ambassadors Quartet, four
the rear commands a magnificent What stories some of Rockland’s old
MABEL F. LAMB
When operating expenses are in ir. what manner 1 am at loss to de
OPERATORS WANTED
had the “patience of a saint,” In prac male voices that fit each other like
view of Provincetown Harbor, where
ON COATS AND PANTS
mariners could tell about its deadly
creased by a change in the working scribe. Riding out toward the tip end
ticing gymnastics and the like daily the fingers of your hand perfected
in summer one may see scores of menace.
Experience desired, but not necessary.
standards, however, the law provides of the Cape I felt much as I did two
for many years, in order to perfect in harmony under Yloyd King's
yacht races, and where, the year
• Steady work
j
Rough as the day was there were
that operating subsidies must be in years ago when Bob Webster and I
Apply J. B. PEARSON CO.
, TEL. 1026
ROCKLAND. ME. his performance to the degree that he
leadership, skilfully weave a musical
around, steamboats, huge freighters
Journeyed
through
New
Brunswick
other tourists, and parked alongside
creased commensurately.
Thomaston. Me.
I
For Appointment
works at now. and there is no doubt spell that's enchanting in its smooth
and fishing craft of all descriptions
116-118
116-lt
our car I saw one from New Mexico.
Another question before the com Into Nova Scotia.
but what any audience, both young ness and satisfying in its art. Un
ply unceasingly.
North
Truro
is
an
attractive
village,
I wondered what stories the occu
mission will be a move by the United
and old. will marvel at his ability.
usually beautiful effects on a peal of
Another Arctic Trip
pants would tell when they got back
States Lines to acquire a new liner the residents of which have never
TWO MOUNTIES—Two beautiful a hundred English bells always ap
of the same si2e as the Manhattan foresworn thelr loyalty to white as a
I found Commander MacMillan in on the Pacific slope.
educated horses exhibited by their peal to their audiences, and make a
color for residences. I don't think I hls living room, and received a most
and the Washington.
They’re Talking Politics
miasters They perform wonderful splendid contrast to their harmony
Two bids for construction of the saw more than two or three houses cordial welcome. I have always felt
feats of human intelligence that arc singing, —adv.
Political
discussions are already
which
were
not
of
the
color
which
ship have been submitted and for
a personal interest in him, possibly
really unbelievable. An act that ev
once dominated the entire country. because when he made one of his stirring the peaceful Cape Cod com
warded
to
Secretary
Roper
for
con

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
erybody likes to see more than once,
The Famed Sand Dunes
SCHOOLMAMS COMING sideration. Officials said, however,
Labrador trips I was the last Ameri munities. Bob told me of a conver
vs.
and one that is well appreciated by
that action probably would be delayed
can newspaper men to say goodbye sation he overheard in the barber
Provincetown,
our
Cape
Cod
goal,
adults as well as the children, and
HALLOWELL HIGH SCHOOL
Knox County Teachers' Con until the new commission takes office. is built on flat, open country. On the to him when he left Rockland har shop while he was being shaved.
is surely one of the best acts ever
vention Next Tuesday To Each member of the commission left the ocean was beginning to re bor for foreign waters, and when he Citizen No. 1; Roosevelt ls one of
shown in Knox County.
COMMUNITY PARK
SATURDAY, SEPT. 26
will receive *12,000 a year.
flect the rays from the recreant sun, put ln unexpectedly at Tenant's Har
PAUL & ESTHER — This very
Have Able Speakers
2.30 P. M.
It is with this highly important while on the right, at some distances bor, on his return, I was the flrst the best men who ever occupied the
youthful couple present a novelty act.
commission that the name of Con there arose, irregularly, a chain of American newspaper man to welcome White House.
ADMISSION 25c, 35c
acrobatics, sensational tumbling, and
The Knox County Teachers’ As gressman E. C. Moran. Jr., has been
Citizen No. 2: And one of the
116-lt
what might have been mistaken for him.
whirlwind roller skating with such sociation holds its annual conven
publicly linked. The appointments tiny mountains, but for the fact that
Commander MacMillan told me worst Presidents.
lightning-like speed that you find
tion at the Rockland High School will probably be made in the near they were almost pure white except that he was coming soon to Maine for And there you are.
yourself just gripping the edge of
The surf was visible from the main
where patches of grass and shrubbery a series of 15 lectures, and would
building next Tuesday. Here is the future.
your seat.
probably
find
time
to
look
In
upon
'
highway
at Eastham, breaking around
had
gained
a
foothold.
THE ST ONGE TRIO—It is com- J program:
Nauset Light.
hls
Rockland
friends.
He
is
now
in
We
were
beholding
the
famous
sand
A CHANGE OF NAME
j posed of perfectly formed athletes,
General session, 9:30 to 10:30. in
dunes of Provincetown. Four times fine physical condition, and is look At Orleans we left the route which
AT K. P. HALL
j who Introduce an entirely’ new line of High School auditorium. Vice Presi
had taken us to Provincetown and
It’s Now Officially Known I have visited the Desert of Maine at ing forward to another June when in
feats and modem gymnastics, pre dent Horace P. Maxey presiding.
TUESDAY NIGHT AT 8 O’CLOCK
Freeport and have never failed to company with Prof.. A. O. Gross of headed for Chatham, and there I
sented in modern fashion. Joe St.
Audience singing, led by Harrison
As Townsend National Re marvel at the strange freak of nature Bowdoin College, he expects to make saw something for sale which does
The Spcakep Will Be
Onge displays a remarkable muscu- C. Lyseth, State director for second
which annually calls thousands of a voyage to Greenland or Iceland not often find its way into the ad
covery Plan, Inc.
j lar development and incidentally ary education; accompanist, Mrs.
where Prof. Gross can indulge in or vertising columns—a bathing beach.
tourists to "Maine's Birthplace."
needs every ounce of muscle and Marion Marsh Clark. Prayer, Rev. J.
Re-incorporation of the Townsend
But the only thing which the nithological research to his heart'3 This community has an R.C.A. wire
Gifted Orator and Economist
strength to meet the strenuous strain Charles MacDonald. Business. Greet (Md Age Pension movement under a
less station. Chatham Beach has
Desert of Maine and the sand dunes content.
of his arduous feats, particularly in ings from State Department, Dr. 1 new name and with a provision that
ALL
KNOX
COUNTY
INVITED
SEATS FREE
Inactivity is no part of the ex some fine summer homes and hotels.
of Provincetown have in common is
the stunt where he performs several Bertram E. Packard, Commissioner its funds be turned over to the Fedthe sand component. The former is plorer’s makeup. In the quiet of his The departed guests missed a fine
revolutions, winding the ropes on the of Education.
I eral Oovernment in the event of dis
comparatively flat, while the latter Provincetown home he is having the display of surf.
rings around his arms in a gymnastic
Department sessions, 10:30 to 12. bandment was announced by Gil- resemble, as I have said, a miniature advantages of rest and recreation, Also for sale in this section were
climb to the top of his rigging.
Topic, Secondary Schools, in High I mour Young, national secretary.
mountain chain. The new shore drive but if he does away in the course wild strawberries and the beachplum
Young said articles of incorpora
School gymnasium, Horace P. Maxey,
reveals the dunes in all their glory, of his day dreams it is a practical cer Jelly which seems to be a fixture
tion would be filed with the Secre
chairman.
but we were compelled to forego that tainty that the Arctic specimens down that way.
Dors this parable teach that the living saints and burning sinners
Secondary Curriculum Changes, tary of State of Delaware, changing pleasure because 6f our limited time. which adorn the walls and mantels
Met Old Friends
will be next-door neighbors?
Ernest R. Jackman, professor of Edu the name of the organization from
will take life and he will find him
The Pilgrim Monument
We ate our Saturday dinner in
A PUZZLING QUESTION ANSWERED
cation, University of Maine; open Old Age Revolving Pensions. Lt. to
When Rev Charles E. Brooks of self again in the midst of a Polar Harwich—really there are three Harthe Townsend National Recovery
forum,
conducted
by
Mr.
Jackman.
SUNDAY, SEPT. 27—7.30 P. M.
the Rockland Methodist Church quest.
wiches, having a combined popula
Elementary schools, in High School Plan. Inc.
One Way Streets Perforce
GRAND ARMY HALL,
ROCKLAND
“For a long time the Townsend learned of our intention to visit Prov
auditorium, Miss Ethel Oliver, Cam
tion
of about 1500 I liked the place,
116*lt
incetown he described with much en
Most of you who have visited with its nice roads and handsome
den. Chairman. Topic, Elementary people have felt that the name, 'Old
thusiasm
a
list
of
things
we
should
Provincetown, or who have heard or residences. A new sewer system is
Health Education, C. Harry Edwards, Age Revolving Pensions,' was mean
not fail to see. We would have fol read about it, know of its narrow
director of physical education, and ingless so far as defining the real ob
being built, and new water mains
lowed his excellent advice, but for the streets and lanes. Cars may pass
Miss Abbie M. Buck, supervisor of jective of the Townsend Plan and its
were strewn along the principal
fact that the month's vacation al each other on the Main street but one
child health education service, Maine value to the people of the United
street. In the park was a war melotted to clergymen was not our has to know something about check- morlal ln the jorm of a 75 m m
States,"
Young
said
in
announcing
Public Health Association; informal
happy
lot.
ers and chess to solve the problem
Land, Buildings, Machinery, Tools and Equipment
; discussion; topic. Home Economics. the change.
We had for the moment one main of getting through traffic. The lanes gun.
"Once assets in O. A. R. P. are de
Round table conference, conducted
The place in which we ate was
The Charles D. Blake property on Gay St. Plarr, Rockland, ron206 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
objective, and that was to see the pil are one-way streets in all that tlie
by Miss Florence L. Jenkins, State pleted it will become a dormant cor
called the New York Sandwich Shop
iisting of two large lota of land, office and machine shop building,
grim Memorial Monument which name implies. Picket fences are
PIES, DOUGHNUTS, CAKES.
supervisor of Home Economics, Au poration." he said. 'Beginning Oct.
—a remarkably fine cafe which had
cement working building, cement mixers and other machinery and
stands upon Town Hill, and which is numerous; lawns decidedly scarce.
ETC.
1,
all
current
income
will
be
turned
equipment: motors, forge, house jacks, blocking, barrows, power
a menu that would have done Justice
gusta, topic. Manual Training. Round
a landmark for many miles around.
machinery, shafting and belting and tools of every description.
While the village barber was re to a large city.
BAKED BEANS AND BROWN
table conference, conducted by Ste into the accounts 6l the Townsend It was erected to commemorate the
BREAD. HOT ROLLS
Substantial cash payment required.
moving two days growth of beard The community goes in strong for
phen E. Patrick, director of voca National Recovery Plan."
SATURDAYS
landing of the Pilgrims at Cape Cod. from Bob’s genial countenance, I sat
For price and particulars apply to
Young
said
the
articles
of
incor

antiques. One place is called “The
tional education.
Nov. 11, 1620, their anchoring in
Open Evenings and Sundays
JOHN J. PERRY, Agent, 64 North Main St.
General Session in High School poration provided for three member Provincetown harbor; the adoption in on one of the piers and watched a Yankee Trader.”
114T&Stf
wait
waterfront scene which has not lost
ships in the new corporation, to be
Eggs were offered at prices varying
auditorium, at 1:30.
the cabin of the Mayflower, on the all of its animation in spite of the
held
by
himself,
Dr.
Francis
E.
from 34 to 55 cents.
Music, by combined orchestras of
day
of
the
arrival,
of
the
Compact
of
We crossed Bass River over a fine
Camden and Rockport schools, di Townsend, co-founder of the move the Government, the first charter of fact that most of the summer folks
rected by Clarence Fish, Camden; ment, and Dr. Townsend's 23-year- a Democratic government in the have departed and the town has cement bridge into South Yarmouth
temporarily lost one of its most pro and were soon at Hyannis a place I
1 business; address, Dr. Frank W. old son, Robert C. Townsend.
world's history; the birth there of lific sources of revenue.
Young
said
the
three
shares
of
had always wanted to see. There I
Wright, Boston; address, Dr. Vierling
When Rockland's naval trial course made the acquaintance of a Rock
Old Age Revolving Pensions, Ltd., Peregrine White, the first white child
! Kersey, State Superintendent of
were now held by himself, Dr. Towns born in New England; the death of was established It had two rivals— land man's mother and met two old
Public Instruction. Sacramento, Calif.
end and the doctor's brother, Walter Dorothy Bradford, the wife of Wil one at Lewes, Dela., and the other friends. Tell you about it in the next
The officers of the Association are:
liam Bradford, afterward Governor at Provincetown.
Naval experts
Townsend of Los Angeles.
President, Supt. E. A. Smalley of
of
Plymouth; the exploration in found the Rockland course to be far letter,
’‘One of the three memberships
(Continued in Tuesday's Issue)
Vinalhaven; vice president, (presidsearch of a place for permanent colo
| ing) Principal Horace P. Maxey. was transferred to Dr. Townsend's nization and the entire train of superior, so we get the new ships |
but
when
the
fleet
is
having
a
ren-j
son as he wished hls son to symbo
Warren; secretary-treasurer, Miss
lize the benefits of the Townsend events which preceded the settlement dezvous it is Provincetown which gets YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Katherine A. Veazie, Rockland.
plan to the youth of the Nation," of Plymouth.
the cream.
if I had my life to Uve sgsln I wool*
A Familiar Inquiry
Young explained.
The Surf From Highland Light
have made a rule to read some
The monument is 252 feet high
and listen to some music at least onca
I watched the seagulls which al a week. The loss of these tastes to •
TO HONOR DR. LOWE
and cost *90.000. At the time of our
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
_____
As Tuesday, Sept. 29, is the birth visit the 70-mile gale had only par ways fascinate me; I watched the
day of Dr. John Smith Lowe and as tially abated, and as we followed the restless fishing boats, impatient to
A church spire at sunset
the 35th anniversary of his ordination winding driveway and reached the get away again; and turning I looked Above the city street, a ehureh'e spire
to the ministry occurs at that time, base of the monument the wind was long at that tail, slim column of, * cHmWn, its bright .adder to the
THURSDAY, OCT. 1
TUESDAY, SEPT. 29
WEDNESD’Y, SEPT. 30
9.00 to 1.00 (D. S. T.J
the members of Mrs. Glover's Sunday so violent that it was almost diffi granite which will stand to the end j The steeple's slates glow red. its tip to
Free For AH
2.18 Pace
2.16 Pace
AT
School class are planning to cele cult to maintain a foothold.
A single burning finger there, and high
of time, to tell the story of brave
2.13 Trot
The keeper told me that climbing men and women who came across the Above that peak, a flying white dove
2.20 Pace
brate the event by a parish get-to
2.16 Trot
swings
gether in the church vestry at 6 p. m the spiral staircase to the top was a stormy sea to build new homes and A scarlet light upon Its breast and wings.
2.20 Trot
2.24 Trot and Pace
2.22 Trot and Pace
Everyone connected with the parish matter of five minutes. The tempta worship according to their own dic "These are God’s emblems, and they cail
Forest Smith’s Music
to men
,
will be cordially welcome. Bring your tion was strong, but having previ tates.
Races Start At 1.00 P. M.
Above the darkening shadows of the
1138tf
own picnic supper, dishes, napkins ously stood on the top of the 300-foot
Our log showed 313 miles to reach
street.
Beckoning to them, bidding them hope
PARI-MUTUEL BETTING
and silver. Tables will be in readi peace tower at Ottawa I felt that I this point in our itinerary.
again.
Bidding them, stay a moment their
ness and coffee will be served at 5 could well forego the pleasure, so I
Leaving
Provincetown
we
made
a
HORSE AND OXEN PULLING DAILY
swift feet;
*
compromised
by
purchasing
postcards
WE BUY
cents per cup. An entertainment will
side trip to Highland Light, whicli I Calling to them to lift thelr eyes and
there.
follow the supper and a community instead. Inside of the monument a Bob had seen times aplenty from the Seeing
NIGHT SHOWS SEP. 29 AND 30, WITH DRUM CORPS, VAUDEVILLE,
that pointing finger, breathe a
sing in-(Which every one is invited to score of tourists had done the same ocean, but never from the land. It
prayer:
Seeing
a
white dove flying, bid them
BAND CONCERTS AND A GRAND DISPLAY OF FIREWORKS
CLARENCE E. DANIELS take part. Come and join in the thing and were writing to thefr dis was a splendid spectacle which we
cease
JEWELER
116-117
friendliness and good fellowship of tant friends about it.
beheld—the entire coastline bristling The clamor of thelr hearts and find Hla
peace.
570 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
As I emerged from the memorial With surf, while great rollers charged
the occasion,
. f
—Grace Noll Crowell

VOTE FOR

appeared In the Denver Post:
“'The people of Denver can always
rely on The Denver Post to expose
wrongs. Fitzsimons hospital recent
ly started a project which employs
300 WPA. workers. This work con
sists of heavy road work such as
breaking cement lumps and loading
them on trucks. Forty per cent of
these men are disabled war veterans
and they are expected to do this very
strenuous work whether they are able
to or not. Last week a number were
fired, their slips were marked, ‘Loaf
ing, reason for discharge.' Some of
these men were disabled war veterans
who happened to pause for a second
to regt.
“Sixty percent of this work is not
fit for convicts. The people of Den
ver would like to know why these
peacetime soldiers are trying to make
slaves out of disabled war veterans
on W. P. A. at Fitzsimons hospital.
Anybody with any common sense
could see they are treading on dan
gerous ground as our disabled vet
erans are America's greatest asset.”

Teacher of Piano

FOOTBALL

PUBLIC TOWNSEND MEETING

EDWARD F. TREFZ

THE RICH MAN AND LAZARUS

FOR

SALE

RAWLEY’S
HOME COOKING

™ “ FAIR
SEPT. 29-30-OCT. 1
::RACE PROGRAM::

DANCING

Every Saturday
LAKEHURST

OLD GOLD

Every-Other-Day
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Charles Watts—Mrs. Harriman,
Orland.
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Quick Quaker—C. P. Mason. Lew
Pari-Mutuel Races At Union iston.
(By the Pupils)
The Lord is nigh unto all them that
Have Drawn a Lot of Happy—Charles Mathewson, Mid
call upon Him. to all that call upon
dletown. Conn.
Equine Talent
Him in truth. —Ps. 145: 18.
William East and Dorothy Trask
Tara Hanover—C. P Mason. Lew
were this week elected members of
With more than 100 horses already iston.
Rip Hanover—H. Toothacker. Som the Junior High Student Council
quartered at Union, only waiting for
from the 7-1 division.
erville. Mass.
the starter's "go!" it is evident that
• • • •
Lou Star—Walter Dudley. Dexter.
North Knox Fair is going to have th?
A
fire
drill
was
held Monday, and
Odessia- Perry Nelson. Dexter.
greatest racing in its history. Presi
Edward P Jr.—Perry Nelson. Dex- about 800 pupils marched out of the
building in record time.
dent Leonard and his associates I ter
• • • •
have to do some tall thinking to take 1 Hartford Peter—Charles Linsky,
• The rapid changes taking place
An
attractive
office for the music
care of this great aggregation, but a , oorham.
today affect the assets of every
FOR PRESIDENT
department has been made of a
130-foot
tent
and
additional
stalls
.
Arlo
Stout
—
W.
D.
Brown.
Lewis

estate. You cannot foresee the con
former store room on the second
have solved the problem. Here is the ton.
ditions of even five years hence.
entry list for the three days—Tues- ’ Northern Doll—J. W. Jordan. floor, which is made practical by a
However, you can make sure that
desk, chairs, bookcases filled with
of Kansas
day. Wednesday and Thursday:
Lewiston.
your affairs are entrusted to the
music books, and necessary fittings.
Junior Senator—G. W. Reed. Bucks- j Aulus—J. W. Jordan. Lewiston.
management of an Executor and
• • • •
port.
Calumet
Essex
—
R.
A.
Sturgis.
Nor

For Vice President
Trustee sufficiently strong, cap
Virginia Gray has been school
Noontime—Frank Cone. Bangor
way.
able, and experienced to cope
Calumet Dandy—Dr A. P. Mills, J Wattswin—George Smith, Welch- stenographer this week.
• • * •
successfully with these conditions
New Vineyard.
ville.
Tryouts for the mixed glee club
whatever they may be.
of Illinois
Faro—C R. Bond. Bangor.
Clear Profit—George Smith. Welch- were given by Mrs. Rogers this week.
• This bank is well fitted to assume
Aura—H. J. Wheelwright. Bangor., vllle.
• • • •
this responsibility. Our service is
Czar Bingen—H. J. Wheelwright.
Orona Hanover—Dr Stanwood,
More than one-third of thc pupils
protective, economical, and per
Bangor.
Rumford.
in this school are learning to type- J
manent in character.
Sis—H. J. Wheelwright, Bangor.
Rhineworthy—Charles Murry, Ban write: 114 are taking the beginner's
• We shall be glad to give you
iPetress Braden—W. L. Wheeler, gor.
Pertinent phrases from Gov. Alf M.
course, and 68 the advanced course.
complete
information as to these
Easton.
• • • •
Estelle D.—Malcolm St Harrison.
Landon's address on the New Deal s
facilities upon request.
Peter Magnus—M. A. Roberts, Augusta.
New wardrobes containing coats I
reciprocal trade agreements:
Easton.
Czar Frisco—Malcolm St Harriman, and dresses for fall and winter are I
"The reciprocal trade program of
Miss Jo. Hanover—M. H. Richard Augusta.
being planned in the advanced sew-1
the present Administration has deson. Old Town.
Yankee—Malcolm St Harriman, ing classes under the supervision of ‘
layed recovery for our farmers. It !
• Frank Hanover—M. H. Richardson, Augusta.
Miss Stevens. In the cooking classes, I
has sold the American fanner down
j Old Town.
Eljotine—Malcolm St Harriman, muffins, griddle cakes, and biscuits
the river. '
ROCKLAND. CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
Signal Rule—F. W. Lord, West Os- Augusta.
• • • •
have been made, using new recipes.
i stpee. N. H.
“I am not opposed to reciprocal
Real Scott—R. Archambault. St. All four classes of beginners have'
Quiz—Hope Merrill. East Corinth Hyacinth. Que.
trade agreements . . . under certain
been making headbands for future 1
Calumet Denasico—George McClelconditions, . . . the kind of trade
Robert Simbol—Edward Macfee, use.
| lan. Portland.
• • * •
agreements now being made ... are
Plymouth.
Hoyle—George McClellan, Portland
ARTISTS'
PAINTBOX
ABOUT
BEACH
PLUMS
injurious to American citizens and of
Top Worthy—Edward Macfee. Ply
The weekly meeting of the Rock
Holyrood Speed—George McClel mouth.
fensive to American principles."
land High School Boy Scouts was
McKinney Volo—A. H. Lee. Lewis held Wednesday night. The first part
"I am opposed to a policy of iso The Gorgeous Colors of Au-j Miss Edna Payson Supple- lan. Portland.
lation ... a healthy international
of the program was taken up with
ments Roving Reporter s Ak Sar Ben—Eugene Smith. West ton.
tumn Not All Due Tc
Paris.
Jean the Great—S. J. Luce, Farm | games followed by the patrol meeting
trade is essential to world prosperity.
Cape Cod Story
Red Silk—Edward King, West En ington.
Jack Frost
. . . World prosperity is good insur
where each patrol leader took the atfield.
Seamstress Worthy—S. J. Luce, tendence of his group and collected
ance against war."
To
The
Roving
Reporter:
—
With the great North Woods of
St. Volo—Edward K5ng. West En Farmington.
• • • •
the dues. At the blow’ of the whistle
The mention of beach plum jelly
field.
"At a time like the present, when Maine ablaze with a riot of color that
Mabie, Jr —S. J. Luce. Farmington. all marched to the gym for assembly,
in the article about your Cape Cod
Alloway—S. A. Wathen, Fort Faireconomic nationalism is rampant, -we is attracting thousands of visitors to
Emma C —S. J. Luce, Farmington. where they practiced marching and
trip has prompted me to write. I
field.
cannot afford to scrap our economic view the "turning" of the leaves. Dr.
Bud Wenger—T. V Holdaway, , the dues were received from patrol |
became acquainted with beach plum
Calumet Elam—S. A. Wathen, Fort
defenses. We can be a good neighbor
Houlton.
leaders in an orderly fashion. After
jelly when I taught on Cape Cod in
Henry'
B.
Pierson,
of
the
State
Fores

Fairfield.
without giving away the latchkey to
the business meeting games were
Waquoit,
a
district
of
Falmouth,
and
Peter
Pin
—
T.
V.
Holdaway.
Houl

try Department revealed that con
Dude Potempkin — Mrs. Mona
our door.”
played, followed by the closing cereton.
• • • «
trary to opinion, frosts are not the let me say right now, you missed1 Wathan. Fort Fairfield.
Dolly Azoff—Ted Grant. Houlton. | mony. Visitors are invited to at"The great enemy of world trade primary cause of this annual pheno something worth tasting by not i Guy Dale—S. ?. Wathan, FortDon't miss another i
J tend these meetings.
today ... is the war-inspired doc menon that transforms the hard- , getting some,
Fairfield.
Nickdale—Elwood E. Foye. Garditrine of isolation and its resulting de woods of the state into a huge "artists chance.
Sequence—S. A Wathan. Fort . ner.
An exhibit of minerals found in
The Plums 8Tow on bush€s frwn Fairfield.
mands for self-sufficiency, . . . We paintbox."
Laurel Colburn—Elwood E Foye, Maine and brought to Miss Haskell's
"Shades of yellow and orange are Hve to seven or eight feet high. There
must not join in this kind of mad
Billy—S. A. Wathan. Fort Fair- Gardiner.
room by students of Commercial
ness."
prevalent in leaves during the en- , seem to be two kinds of bushes—, field.
Keystone
—
J.
Bollock.
Woodstock
Geography ls attracting attention. It
some
are
only
about
a
foot
or
so
’
• • • •
tire summer, but are unnoticed be- I
Norma C—W. A. Clement, Bel N B.
contains mica, feldspar, calcite. llme
"The Administration was trying to cause of the pre-domination of chlo high and grow almost every place in j grade.
rock. course granite, gneiss, pink
Peter
V.
Dillon
—
F
H
Birmingham,
hold down the nation's supply of rophyll. a green substance which en the fields and along the road sides j Dr. Hanover—J O. Pillsbury. Unity.
quartz, sandstone, milky quartz,
'
Hartland.
N.
iB.
but
they
seldom
have
any
plums;
the
J
meat by restricting the production of ables the foliage to derive energy
Susan Azoff—J. O. Pillsbury. Unity.
ones which bear the most grow tallerI Plucky Pluto—C. E. Sheehan. Ban
Palomita—H Larochelle, Montreal, garnet, iron pyrite. conglomerate, and
hogs. . . . Yet it proceeded to make from sunlight," Dr. Pierson said.
meteorite.
Que.
concessions on Canadian cattle that
gor.
“With the approach of cold and close to the shore.
The plums are about the size of’
Locket—A. E. Webber Ban-I Roy C. Todd—H. Larochelle. Mont
would bring more of them into this weather and the ending of the growMiss Salmond. Instructor of French,
Country. Such a program just doesn't ' ing season, this green coloring matter Concord grapes and about the same ?or
real, Que.
is spending the weekend at Hooksett.
make sense."
color.
They
have
stones
like
cherries
,
Hanover
—
A.
E.
Webber.
Cruikston Queen—H. Larochelle,
j is withdrawn from the leaves and is
N. H„ attending the Stobie-Van• • • •
Montreal, Que.
i stored for another season or is killed They are also good canned, but make j Bangor.
:
Buskirk
wedding, as a bridesmaid.
“We are now one of the largest
Northern Knight—A. E. Webber,
I hy the gradual formation of a thin an especially rich colored and very
Victor Direct—H. Larochelle. Mont
....
importers not only of those things we
tasty
jelly.
The
bushes
are
very
1
Bangor.
layer of cells where the leaf is at
real. Que.
There have been football games in
do not produce but of those we are
Silver Evans—Knight & Hunt,
tached to the twig shutting off fur■_ pretty in the spring when they biosiBilly the Kid — Charles Smith, which the players have run in the
adapted to produce. This is a scan
ther flow of sap and finally causing som. The low ones are a solid- mass 1 Fort Fairfield.
wrong direction, footballs have ex
Waterville.
dalous situation."
of blooms which look much like wild The Paramount—P. B. Fields. Fort
the leaf to fall.
• • • •
Rubby Ann—Charles Smith, Water ploded, and fingers bitten nearly to
red
cherry
blossoms
and
they
come
.
Fairfield.
The most delicate as well as the 1
the bone, but the game played at
"Reciprocity ls valuable only when
I Lochinvar—Sullivan St McWhinney. ville.
most
brilliant colors of red, scarlet, before the leaves grow.
Tuesday's assembly was even a diz
non-competing commodities are to
Mary
Agnes
—
Lowell
McCloud,
Any mention of Cape Cod still Machias.
zier one than those, and contained
he exchanged between two nations flaming scarlet, and burnt orange | reaches a warm spot in my heart for! Mildred May—Sullivan St McWhni- Barre, Vt.
more freak plays than have been seen
concerned. . . . When it is made with are formed by sugars manufactured I wa very fond of that section.
Calumet Dove—Lowell McCloud,
ney, Machias.
here for sometime. The equipment
a competitor, one side or the other is by the leaves and left after the grow
Edna
Payson
Federal—Sullivan & McWhinney, Barre, Vt.
ing season.' Dr. Pierson added.
was the “best procurable” for the
almost certain to lose."
Rockland, Sept. 25.
Machias.
"Other chemical substances such
game, and the errors were nothing
Volrida—Sullivan St McWhinney,
WASHINGTON
as tannin and accumulated toxins j
short of real classics, including the
THE SPRUCE SAWFLY either act on the sugars or in them ways being in excellent shape and Machias.
loss of Peacmaker Cuccinello's pillow!
Boble Win—Sullivan & McWhin
High School Notes
selves give variations in the red and 1 uncrowded.
The Lemons, captained by the "illus
ney.
Machias.
Here Comes New Threat To orange colorations.” he said.
It was also revealed that many
Washington High School opened trious" Turner, won over the Pine
Our Forests—Many Para While frosts are not necessary for | hotels and sporting camps, for the ! Miss Uleen Volo—Sullivan & Mc- Sept. 8 with a satisfactory enrollment. apples, captained by the "small but
I the "turning" of the leaves, they do, first time, are keeping open during Whinney, Machias,
Reginald Humphrey and Marguerite mighty" Chisholm, by a score of 6-0.
sites Liberated
Harvest High—Mrs. F. J. Gross,
“accentuate and hasten the bring- . the fall months to accomodate late
Lincoln arc the teachers.
At the conclusion of this game, a
visitors.
j Auburn.
Class
officers
have
been
elected
demonstration of signals and plays
Maine's forest resources. Dr. H. B. ! ing on of autumn coloration,” the
Along Maine's coastline and in the I Ari0 Nelson—Mrs. F J. Gross,
thus:
! was given by members of the regular
Peirson, entomologist of the State Forestry executive revealed.
To aid nature lovers in distinguish Moosehead. Rangeley, Katahdin AuburnStudent Activities Association— | football squad, interspersed by cheers
Forest Service, said Thursday, were
Belgrade. Aroostook. Sebago, Long
Ben BoIt-J Peas Hardwick. Vt.
faced with "one of the worst threats" ing the different hardwoods by leaf
President,
Georgia Hibbert; vice and school songs led by Donald MarLake, and Grand Lake Stream re- Sunshine Express — R Bleedex.
by the invasion of the European coloration, Dr. Pierson made public
president.
Merle
Marr, Jr., secretary riner, Eleanor Barnard, and Arlene
gions are some of the districts mak- j Hardwick- vtspruce sawfly into northern forest the following table:
Knowlton. Louise McConnell had
G. Reynolds, and treasurer, Ruth Lenfest.
ing
special
preparations
for
fall
visi!
Hon€
^
Vol
°
—
w
Willows—Light yellow.
regions of the State.
Seniors—President, Georgia Hib charge of devotions, and Edward
Poplar—Yellow and golden yellow. tors, it was said, it being pointed out ’ W‘n£low •
In an effort to combat the destruc
Calumet
Bassett
—
Fred
Carini,
bert;
vice president, Marshall Nash; Peaslee was chairman of the assemthat in addition, virtually all Maine
Butternut—Yellow.
tive work of the insects, Peirson ex
Rockland.
secretary
and treasurer. Ruth Lenfest. i bly.
Blue Beach—Orange yellow-scar roads both inland and on the coast
* w a ■
plained. more than 300.000 parasites
Calumet
Elreno
—
Morris
Athens,
Juniors—President, Charles Austin;
lead to startling vistas of autumnal
of the sawfly have been liberated in let.
The
senior
honors
English course
Rockland,
vice president. Elden Maddocks. Jr ;
Birches—Bright to orange yellow. beauty.
the heaviest infested areas of the
i Pirpo Direct -Walter E. Tavlor, secretary and treasurer Mildred in Theatre given by Mr. Levensaler
Beech—Clear yellow.
State through co-operation of the
1 had its first meeting this week. The
j Norridgewock.*
Turner.
Paid in Cub
Red Oak—Dark red.
Federal Bureau of Entomology and
seminar will meet bi-weekly in the
Playright—Walter E. Taylor. NorTo balance the Kansas budget ev
Sophomores — President, Marion Library when the laboratory work
the Canadian government.
Scarlet Oak—Brilliant scarlet.
i
ridgewock.
ery state employee from governor
Hibbert; vice president, Francis
Black Oak—Dull red to orange
The Bar Harbor laboratory of the
down accepted a pay reduction. I Calumet Charles—A. H Hayes, Marr; secretary and treasure. Lena will also be carried on. The follow
Forest Service “is prearing to rear brown.
ing seniors arc included: Eleanor
This included school teachers, but I Manchester. Corn.
Johnston.
large numbers of parasites which
White Oak—Deep vinous red to
| Johnson. Rose Malburg. James East,
they received their salaries when
Red Gratten—A H. Hayes. Mandue, and in cash. They thoroughly ! Chester. Conn.
feed on and destroy the sawfly in its orange brown.
Freshmen—President. Talbot Cool j Barbara Perry, Winfred Stanley,
approve of the Landon system. In
various stages," Peirson said.
American elm—Pale yellow.
ey; vice president, Dora Whittier; ■ Mallssa Bostick, June Cook. MarCoquette
—
A
H.
Hayes,
Manches

the process no child in Kansas was
“This insect." he said, "has been
Witch Hazel—Bright yellow orange,
secretary and treasurer, Leroy Grin i garet Osier, Virginia Gray, Francis
ter. Conn.
deprived of school opportunities.
extremely abundant in the Gaspe rarely purple.
, Taffeta—A. H. Hayes. Manchester, nell.
i Havener, Eleanor Look, Virginia D Peninsula, where more than half the
New textbooks in French and in 1 Agostino, Maxfield Ames. Frances
Mountain Ash—Bright, clear yel
| Conn.
New Deal Borrowings
white spruce has been destroyed low, red berries in clumps.
Zombre Hanover—Stacy Giggey, other classes have served as an in- Young, and Barbara Orff. There are
In June, 1932, the tota’. outstand
since 1930. It is from this locality
rspiation to many of the students. very few secondary schools in the
Shad Bush—Bright clear yellow.
ing loans of the banks of the nation Fort Fairfield.
that the insect has spread south and Hawthorn—Brillant varying colors
was $28,090,000,000, of which $6,456,Bramble—Dr. Kierstad, Presque An atmosphere of conscientious this type, and the experiment will be
went into New England."
000,000 was government obligation. Isle.
studying is prevalent.
and fruit.
east which offer a complete course of
In June, 1935, under the New Deal,
He said evidence showed that the
The Freshmen were initiated into watched with interest.
Sumach—Brilliant red.
Dick Chenault — Horace Clukey,
the
outstanding
loans
of
the
banks
adult flies had been carried long dis
the school ranks Tuesday night with
Striped maple—Light yellow.
• • • •
was $20,419,000,000, of which $14,- Carmel.
tances by high altitude winds, caus
all the pomp and ceremony that
Sugar maple—Bright yellow to or
Easter
Express
—
Harley
Henry,
Ma

Annette Northgraves, a former
284.000,000 was government obliga
ing them to spread rapidly.
should accompany such a great occa R. H. S. student, has moved from
ange and scarlet.
tions.
chias.
“The larvae which feed on the foli
sion. After the “Greenies” had been Cape Elizabeth to Lowell, Mass.,
Silver maple—Pale yellow.
age are almost the exact color of the
served full punishment, a dance was where she has entered the senior
Red maple—Bright scarlet and or
needles, and in their later stages have ange.
held. Refreshments were sold and class of Lowell High School.
light stripes which make them very
• • • •
all in all, a very good program was
Mountain maple—Yellow and scar
difficult to see," Peirson said.
the result. The proceeds proved enlet.
Office boys chosen from the junior
touraging to those who had a part Business Training classes who have
Box Elder—Bright yellow.
in arranging the evening's entertain assisted Principal Blaisdell and the
Relief Obligation
Basswood—Yellow.
Gov. Landon's philosophy is that
ment.
Tupelo—Flaming scarlet.
school stenographer during spare
relief to the unemployed is not a
The pupils are anticipating the an periods ar? Elmer Rising, Oliver
Ash—Yellow to dark purple.
privilege or a vested right, or chari
nual Union Fair, an event which Hamlin, Lewis Mazzeo. Robert Ulmer,
Hazel nut—Brownish yellow.
ty. He told the Kansas legislature
’most of them attend.
Interest in autumn vacations which A LOCAL CONCERN
Kendrick Dorman, Robert McCaslin,
that it is a common obligation cre
ated by the rapidity and complexity give visitors an opportunity of view 80LICIT8 YOUR PATRONAGE^
John Haskell and Edward Sullivan.
of economic growth.
• • a a
ing the autumn foliage while enjoy
Unemployment on Farms
At a meeting of the Student Coun
ing the bracing September atmos FOR OIL OR BURNER SERVICE
Why has Washington refused to
You Owe $300
make an unemployment census? cil, held Monday, Russell Nash was
phere are more popular this year
CALL
Your share of the national debt than ever before. Maine Develop
Because the greatest unemployment elected president. William Karl, vice
of $34,500,000,000 is more than $300.
exists on the farms, and the gentle president, and Elizabeth Till, secre
ment Commission officials said to
That is the per capita indebtedness day.
man farmer in the White House
tary. Members include the four
of the nation and applies to every
and his Brain Trust were deliberate
ROCKLAND
TEL8.
730
II
731
MAINE
Travel at this time of year is at
man, woman and child. Multiply
ly throwing men out of work by class presidents, Russell Nash, Wil
Uam Karl, Grant Davis, and Kent
$300 by thc number in your family. its best, it was declared, the hightheir agricultural policies.
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,MANY HORSES THERE

At The High School

SIMPLICITY OF TUNING

The Need to Ad

Further than You Can SEE

in Protecting Your Estate

ALF M. LANDON
FRANK KNOX

a Child can tune a Delco Radio
Delco has a new feature—the Delco Robot Eye. This enables positive
tuning. As the set comes in tune with the antenna the ray in the Robot Eye
becomes narrower and when the ray reaches the narrowest point, then
the set is properly tuned. Distinct and positive band indications on edgelighted dials are still another feature in the simplicity of Delco tuning.
Delco engineers have eliminated confusing calibrations and have de
signed the dials, so that even a child can tune the 1937 Delco Radies with
perfect ease and assurance.

DELCO RADIO MODELS FROM $25.00 TO $144.58

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

McLOON SALES & SERVICE

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 450

ROCKLAND, MAINE

L
i

aV

TURBOLATOR ACTION
AUTOMATIC WRINGER
QUIET GEAR DRIVE
Why do the week’s hardest
task over e wash-board when
you can have a new EASY
Turbolator washer that give%
you clean clothes ot snowywhiteness tor only a tew pen
nies a day. Let us demon
strate one nest wash day.
There's no obligation to buy.

J
2 weas oa clothes
2 ' Important savings in cost
Cleaner, whiter clothes

t «

$40-95

FOR

ONIY
pay $

CtNTR
POWl

a week

WAAIHE
-COMPANY

Glover, and two from each class,
Kenneth Morgan. Elizabeth Till,
GORHAM NORMAL
Ruth Rhodes, Dick Marsh, Inez Bow
I By Eleanor Buck)
ley, James Skinner, Hilda Spear and
Gordon Burgess. The advisability of
having a ski jump was discussed, also
Ernest JOoyle of Thomaston has
new curtains for the windows in • been appointed business manager of
auditorium.
the Green and White by members of
• • • •
the junior class. The Green and
The Junior High assembly, held ) White is Gorham Normal's year book
Wednesday morning was under the and is published each year by mem
direction of Miss Bird and given hy bers of the junior class.
8-1 Division. This program was pre
• • - At a meeting of the Dramatic Club
sented: piano solo. Stanley Murray;
health sketch, "Western Tales," with recently. Mr. Doyle was elected as
this cast: “Mrs. Moore," Ruth member of the program committee.
• • •» •
Witham; "Howard Moore,” Elmer
The Poetry Club, Glee Club, Art
Havener; “Uncle Jim." Paul Stevens.
Devotions were led by Anna Bell Club, Outdoor Club, Dramatic Club
and Oracle Staff have renewed ac
Staples.
tivities this year. Applications for
• • • •
received.
The Boys' Glee Club, directed by membership are• being
• • •
Mr. McCarty, is starting its second
Volunteers have been called for
year in the High School and by the Cross Country, Girls’ Field Hockey
size of the early turnouts, there will and Archery.
be about 40 in the club. Election of
• • • •
officers and a librarian takes place
G-irls' Tennis Tournaments for
next week at which time an appro Beginners and Advanced have been
priate uniform will be discussed.
started.
• • • •
No school Tuesday, due to the an
Qeniune Cnyravec)
nual Knox County Teachers' Con
vention held in this building.
STATIONERY
• • • •
The initial meeting of the Press
At The Lowest Prices in Historyl
Club last Wednesday morning saw
Visiting Cards
the greatest membership that the
100 paneled cards, choice of 4
Club has ever had with a total en
sizes and 30 styles of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED, only___ $1.65
rollment of over fifty. Vieno Kangas
is the president this year and will alto
Wedding Announcements
act in the capacity of editor-in-chief.
or Invitations
Donald Mairiner is vice president,
On white or ivory stock—wed
ding or plate iintsh. Inside and
Virginia Gray, treasurer, and Stella
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
Young, secretary. The chairman of
CLUDED _________________ $8.95
the Program Committee is Marian
Social Stationery
Vinal. Assignments have been made
Special styles for men and women.
in preparation for next week's
A choice of lovely colors, mono
meeting.
grams and styles of engraving,
• • • a
PLATE INCLUDED.............................
$2.25, $3.95 and up.
Plans arc being made by the P.T.A.
for the presentation of a musical
Business Stationery
500 business cards or HammermiU *
comedy, directed' by Miss Adelaide
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
Cross.
CLUDED, only__________ $7.95
• • • *
This afternoon the football squad is
host to Hallowell High football team I
at Community Park.
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Every-Other-Day
The "Harvest Home," a justly fa
mous Appleton institution will cele
brate its 50th anniversary Oct. 15
with a supper and sale. The supper
will be served from 5 to 8. and is al
ways well patronized by Rockland
friends.

IJVI4 15 IC 17 18 19
20 XI XX 23 X4 25 26
27 28 X9 30 •
• a

.•

Nobody questions Prank S. Sher- ,
man's veracity but it was difficult to!
it was his 78th birthday. Looks well,
believe his statement Thursday that
nigh as young as he did when he'
was superintending the Bangor and:
Bath divisions of the Eastern Steam-;
ship Lines. Inc.

The Baraca Class will meet at 12
o’clock. At 7:30 the pastor’s topic will
be "The Perils of the Christian Life."
Miss Amy G. Sherman of Dorchester,
Mass., will begin her duties as Direc
tor of Religious Education of Pratt
Memorial Church on Sunday. Prayer
'meeting on Tuesday evening at 7:30
o'clock.

RALLY DAY
MORNING, NOON, NIGHT, TOMORROW

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
10.30—SERMON “A BASIS FOR VICTORY"
12.00—PROMOTIONAL EXERCISES OF CHURCH SCHOOL
6.00—EN'DEAVORER’S INSPIRATION HOUR
7.15—SERMON “AT THE CROSS ROABS"
Special Music by Charles Wilson and the Choir
LET US MEET YOU AT CHURCH TOMORROW

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH

Charles Emery has entered upon, 'BIBLE CLASS RALLY
his duties as a senior at Tilton School I
in Tilton, N. H.
With Forty Four Class of
George W. Cummings of Houlton,
who enters upon his duties as super-, The Stonington tug Eugenie Spof
West Paris Oct. 3—The
ir/.cndent of Rockland and Rockport ford, Capt. George Knowlton, ls at
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Program
Sept. 27—Standard time resumed.
schools next Thursday, was present I lhu
for inSpectlon
Sept. 29—Knox County Teachers'
at
the
meeting
of
the
Rockland
school
'
Convention in Rockland.
There will be a Men's Bible Clasr '
Sept. 29-Oct. 1—North Knox Fair at board Thursday night. He has moved | peasant Valley Grange will hold
Union.
Rally, sponsored by the Maine Fed
Oct. 7—Camden—Boosters Night at into the P. P. Bicknell house at Rock-1
annual Bazaar on Priday, Nov. 6
Megunticook Orange
eration of Men's Bible Classes, as tne
j A supper will be served at 6.
Oct. 8—Vlnalhaven—Union Church land Highlands.
guests of the “Forty-Four Class" of
Circle annual fair
Oct 9—West Rockport —'Quarterly
Grace Brackett Grant is attending West Paris, at the First Congrega
meeting of Lincoln Baptist Ass'n.
"ROCKLAND DAV”
Oct
13—Vlnalhaven—Installation of
High School in Keokuk, Iowa, being tional Church, South Paris. Maine.
officers. Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge
meanwhile with her brother. Norman.
Oct 14—Rockport—Garden Club meets.
Contrary
to
the
usual
custom
Rev. Rensel Harold Colby. Minister,
Oct. IS—Fiftieth anniversary of Harvest
Home at Appleton.
Tuesday will be "Rockland Day"
oct 13-15—Topsham Fair.
All officers ot Miriam Rebekah on Saturday, Oct. 3.
at Union Fair.
All of the
Oct 14—King's Ambassador's Quartet
Thc program:
Lodge are requested to be at Odd
in Lions’ Course at High School Audi
schools in Knox County are
torium.
: Fellows hall for a drill meeting TucsAfternoon
—2.00, Meeting of the
Oct. 15—Warren—"Seth Parker's Jdnesclosed at that time, on account
| day night at 7.30.
port Folks.” two-act benefit performance
Executive
Committee;
2.30 Devotional
of
the
Knox
County
Teachers'
at Baptist Church, auspices Ladles'
____
Circle
Period.
Harden
Bible
Class, JefferConvention, and the young folks
E. H. Crie took a dose of his own
Oct
15—Opening meeting of the
j son; 250 Words of Welcome. Wesley
will be afforded an excellent op
Baptist
Mens
League
(Steamboat
|
medicine
yesterday
when
he
hung
Night).
portunity to attend.
While
Nov. 3—National election
1 over the Gift Shop an attractive new Hammond, leader "44 Class.” and Rev
Nov 6—Annual bazaar ol Pleasant
R. H. Colby, pastor host church.
there will be no general closing
sign from his studio.
Valley Grange.
Response by Harry M. Vinal. Presi
of the Rockland stores, it is cer
Nov. 12—Bdwln Libby Rellof Corps
annual fair at Grand Army hall. 7
tain that many clerks and some
Ifittle Jackie Rasson and Leona dent of Federation of Gardiner; 3.00
bosses will be watching the I Flanders winners of the first and address. Henry F. Merrill, teacher of
American Legion Auxiliary meets
races.
second prizes in the Park Theatre "13 Class;" 3 45, Reports of officers
Monday night at the hall.
amateur contest last night are pupils and committees.
At 6 p, m. a banquet will be served
George W. Gow. who is doing di
Charles "Chuck" Ellis and Everett of Elise Allen Corner School of the
by dhngregational Ladies' Circle
rectory work in Augusta, looked in "Doc" Prohock had special reason Dance.
(tickets 35 cents). Music “Forty-Four
on Rockland friends yesterday.
the other day to feel grateful that
Extensive
work
is
being
done
on
class"
band: invocation, by Rev
they are students in Wheaton (III.)
Members of the Gorham Normal College. The reason was the pep talk the Farnsworth cemetery lot. Upper Percy Ridlon. South Paris M. E.
School Girls’ Glee Club have been given to the football squad by Dizzy Pleasant street. It takes the form church; toastmaster, George Huelin '
announced by Miss Miriam E. An Dean the'famo’us'pitcher"of 'the St. |of grading, and the resetting of the President "13 Class;" speaker. Revdrews. Among them are Margaret Louis Cardinals. Dizzy was presented | lar8e monument erected to the fam- I Edward Babcock D. D. of Auburn.
Evening—7.30. Old-fashioned Hymn
Dunton of Rockland, Catherine Chis with a football. autographed by mem ily's memory.
holm of Rockland, and Agnes Bick bers of the squad, and promised to
sing, leader, Rev. P. C. Clark. Rum- I
Union Fair in a nutshell. More ford; scripture and prayer. Rev. J. E
ford of Damariscotta.
come back if team had an undefeat
ed season. “We got a great kick out than 100 houses entered for the three Kirkpatrick. South Paris Baptist
What became of that widely adver of our talk with him," writes “Doc" days' racing next week; Ladies' Drum Church; special music. South Paris
tised hurricane which was to have Frohock—adding "see you Christ Corps from Bangor and American Le Male Quartet and Clarence Huff,
swept this portion of the Maine coast
gion Drum Corps from Augusta; trumpeter; 8.00 Address, Rev. Edward
mas."
late Thursday night? And in malting
more than 500 head of stock to be ex Babcock. D. D.. Auburn United Bap
this inquiry let it be understood that
tist Church.
Thc Courier-Gazette acknowledges hibited.
we are not finding fault because it
Robert T. Smith of South Paris will
with much regret a letter it received
did not come.
Hallowell High School plays Rock be the pianist and Rev. P. C. Clark
yesterday, announcing the approach
ing retirement of W. Scott Shorey, land High at Community Park this of Rumford, song leader throughout
Services in the Congregational
the well known Bath book-binder. afternoon, hoping to repeat its victory the program.
Church will be resumed Sunday with
of last fall. Encouraged by its good
Next month Mr. Shorey will have at
Rev. Rodney W. Roundy of Portland
tained his 90th birthday, and he has showing in the first two games Rock
Favorable word comes from the
in charge of the service. Mr. Roundy
been unceasingly busy since he land High is prepared to step on the bedside of Postmaster Edward C. Mo
is superintendent of the Congrega ,
j.
learnedj -i.
the .
trade
at the „„„
age „»
of it
15 i Kennebeckers' hopes,
H
ran. Sr , who underwent an emer
tional Christian Conference of Maine.
years. The Courier-Gazette has had
gency
operation for appendicitis at
The Elks have a meeting Monday business relations with Mr. Shorey
1116 recent reP°rt of the Sunshine
Knox Hospital.
night, but no supper.
over a long period, and those relations have been of a most highly sat a grievous error when it stated that
The W.C.T.U. will have a rest room
I Daylight saving time ends Satisfactory nature. Mr. Shorey's never', 40 calls had been made the past year.
at
Union Fair. Those who are tired
The
40
calls
were
made
in
two
weeks.
! urday night, and the hour which
failing courtesy being warmly appre
or have young children with them
Bird
Branch,
with
Mrs.
Jeannette
ciated by all who have had dealings
we lost last spring will be re
are invited to make use of this ac
with him. May he thoroughly enjoy Dunton as its tireless and conscien commodation.
gained by the simple process of
tious
president,
has
100
members
the well earned rest which he now
turning the hands of the clock
nearly 59 percent of whom are active
approaches.
back one hour. Once bitterly
There were three knockouts in last
workers. Meetings are now being
opposed daylight time has gained
held every Monday. One order to night’s lively boxing exhibition at
many new converts the past
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V . had a
the Tillson Avenue Stadium. Ponzi
summer and is accepted cheer- J | K°°d attendance at the meeting In be filled is from Brooklyn parties, for
Cochran put Buck Potvln away in
five
quilts.
fully by a large portion of thc | Grand Army hall in response to an
the first round; Battling McFarland
announcement
of
the
official
visit
of
country, and other countries.
The intriguing details of the la of Union punched Homer Smith to
the Department President. Miss Marie
..Muscongus Patent., were toid
sleep in the fourth round; and TwoPatterson of Hallowell, which will tQ (he
Club yesterdaJ. by jQhn
fisted Sargent, of Portland put the
Unofficial returns from Referen take place Oct. 5. At this time a sup- L Tewksbury of Camden. a student
Indian sign on Joseph Kelley of Cam
hJstory Among the visjt.
dum Question No 5. relating to the per in charge of F Helen Paladino Q{
den in the third. Pancho Villa, Jr.,
Lothrop
and
Sarah ing Rotarians was Paul V. Seydel of
prevention of diversion from the Gen Josephine
had the better of the main bout with
eral Highway Fund, show that it Thomas will be served. The annual Atlanta. Ga„ who was on a honeyFlash Couture of Lewiston.
passed by a very large margin. The fair will be held Nov. 2 with an effl- , moon trfp and wjlh his bride received
Knox County vote was 5800 yes and dent committee oomprlsing Carrie a joyous welcome
£ po]and
HAS ROOSEVEI.TIAN LOOK
1726 no.
Rockland's vote was 2217 House. Lina Carroll. Doris Ames and Qf Boston and char,es c Wood Qf
yes and 523 no. Every city in the Eliza Plummer-fancy work. Maude Camden guefit
gnd M Q
Straw Vote In Maryland Gives Him
State voted against diversion.
Cable, Helen Paladino and Allie
Steinrich of New York and Edward
All But Three Counties
Blackington; aprons, Carrie Brown,
Barnard
of
Rockland
were
also
guests.
The Roving Reporter's reference to Mary Brewster and Lena Rokes;
“B“?h Plum Jelly" in the course candy. Belle Bowley and Olive Crock-1 Oct. 16. Ruel W Whitney, inventor,
President Roosevelt led Wednesday
of his Cape Cod narratives brought ett, mystery barrel. Mae Cross and, 0[ Ellsworth Falls, will ohserve his In 20 of the state's 23 counties in thc
an earlj’ response from Rev. Charles Lizzie French; beano. Lucy Sucklin, tooth birthday anniversary. He is Sunpaper's presidential poll of reg
E. Brooks, pastor of the Methodist
Priscilla Smith, Mina King and Ida the inventor of the first self filling istered voters in Maryland. Republi
Church, who visited the editorial
Huntley; food, Mrs. Stella McRae, and self adjustable fountain pen. and can presidential nominee, retained
offices yesterday long enough to leave chairman.
National orders were for rnany years manufactured In the other three Roosevelt led in
a sample of the aforesaid delicacy,
read, a new pass word given and a Cleveland, O., what was known as the Baltimore by 22.785.
which came from Truro. And now
Latest returns compiled by the
vote to hold a rummage sale Oct. 19 Whitney fountain pen which was sold
the “R. R." knows why it is so widely
completed the business session. TheI in every part of the world. He in Evening Sun (independent Demo
advertised.
charter was draped for the late sister' vented many improvements on the crat) showed Roosevelt had a ma
jority of 31.412 votes over Landon
Gratifying news for those who like, Frances Bachelder, who*was a charter sewing machine, one of which was a and 61.81 per cent of the total vote,
member.
There
were
remarks
by
drawer
locking
device
which
is
now
to dine occasionally at the shore re
.81 per cent larger than the ratio he
sorts during the fall season is found Capt. Henry Huntley and Mrs. Mc not only used universally by sqwing received in the 1932 election. Lan
Rae
gave
an
interesting
talk
on
machine
manufacturing
companies,
in the announcement that “Trails
don had 37.60 per cent of the 129.702
End" will continue to be open well Washington. D. C„ In which the Na but by manufacturers of house and
total vote.
tional
Convention
is
now
in
session.
office
furniture.
Mr.
Whitney
filed
a
into October. Proprietor Lewis has
The evening Sun's count showed:
total of 57 patents for his inventions
had a season which quite overtaxed
For Roosevelt, 80.174; for Landon.
and
at
one
time
nis
royalties
ran
into
his facilities, an enlargement of
48.762.
high figures. The centenarian is
which will be made at the earliest
relative of Frank H. Whitney of Fruit
possible moment. Trail's End, prac
Water and Drain Pipes
land Park, Fla., and Rockland, who
Sing New Deal Praises
tically unknown two years ago, has
Renewed
During 1935 the Roosevelt admin
has
several
times
visited
him
while
become one of the most popular
istration caused crop reductions of
Cesspools and Septic Tanks on his trips North.
places on the coast, and sharing in

TALK OF THE TOWN

NOW IS THE TIME!

that popularity is the cottage which
Mr. Lewis built in the closing days of
the season.

The American Legion Auxiliary
supper Saturday at the Legion rooms
5 to 7. —adv.
115-116

“I went -to the County Fair—and
Yorkie. he was there." That's what
we will all say after Union Fair, for
one of thq high lites of the big time
will be when you eat a couple of
Yorkies super-delicious hot dogs and
get a hunch on the pari-mutuel as
you munch Yorkies ertsp golden pop
corn. He'll be there every afternoon
and evening.
116-lt
Elise Allen Corner School of the
Dance. All types of stage and ball
room dancing. Class lessons 50c; pri
vate lessons, $1.00. School is always
open for enrollment; 22 Brewster St.,
Tel. 670. Rockland, Maine.
112tf

Cellars Repaired, White
washed
Cement Work

S. E. EATON
ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 1187-R,

Stf

BORN
CHADBOURNE—At Thomaston. Sept 24.
to Mr and Mrs Ernest L. Chadbourne,
a daughter. Betty Anne.
GENTHER—At West Waldoboro. Sept 22.
to Mr and Mrs. Irvine Genthner, a
daughter.
ADELMAN—At . Knox Hospital. Rock
land. Sept. 18. to Mr and Mrs Ernest
Adelman, a son. Jan Ernst.

DIED

AMBULANCE SERVICE

■
Russell Funeral Home

TEL. 682
• CLAREMONT 8T„ ROCKLAND

98tf

31,837,000 acres. During the same
year the importation of foodstuffs
that previously had been grown in
this country represented the pro
duction from 33,463,336 acres.
Farmers in foreign countries are
loud in their praises of the Roose
velt administration.

SERMONETTE

Education Looks Ahead

Mark it a distinct privilege in
late life if you are enabled to re
turn to the schoolrooms where in
youth you acquired wfsdom. The
ability to reason differentiates
man from the animal. From
childhood to old age we advance
in education of one sort or an
other. good or bad. Aye! to the
end.
Marcus Aurelius understood this,
for he asks, "Hast thou reason? I
have. Why then dost not thou
use it?” Again he says, “In the
morning when thou risest let this
thought be present, ‘I am rising to
the work of a human being'.”
Most of us think of school as a
place of our early training, simply.
Our cities are disproving that.
One of the most thrilling places in
Portland, during the winter Ls the
Evening School. Many nights I
have attended and marveled at the
supreme urge that beguiles old peo
ple with bent forms and grey hair
to gather for themselves some
knowledge before they die. and to
brave our coldest weather to ob
tain it.
Across the threshold of this
school of schools, surge men and
women, boys and girls, from all
over this globe Old and young,
for education is a common herit
age. The Portland Evening School
has as its principal a man whose
humanitarianlsm and patriotism
are as broad as America itself.
Over the stage, in its assembly
hall, in gold letters are these words
which this High School addresses
to her pupils—Paul's admonition
to Timothy—"Study to show thy
self approved unto God a work
man that needeth not to be
ashamed, rightly dividing the word
of truth."
William A. Holman

Mrs. McKay will conduct the serv
ices at Ingraham Hill Chapel Sunday
at 2:30.
• • • •
At the Universalist Church Suncf^y
morning 10:45 a. m., Dr. Lowe will
occupy thc pulpit and preach on
"Faith's Victory."
• • • •
At the morning service at the
Congregational Church Rev Rodney
W. Roundy of Portland will preach.
Rev. Corwin H. Olds will return from
his trip to the western coast to oc
cupy his pulpit Oct. 4 and thereafter.
• • • •
“The Christian's Salary" will be
the sermon topic by Rev. Charles A.
Marstaller at the Littlefield Memor
ial Church Sunday morning at 10:30
The music will Include an anthem by
the choir and a violin solo by Miss
Barbara Robinson. There will be a
children's story. Church School at
11:45 and C. E. meeting at 6 o'clock.
At 7:15 there will be a praise sendee
with sermon, the topic being "An
Encouraging Message for a Crucial
Hour." Prayer meeting Tuesday eve
ning at 7:30.
• • • •
Sunday is to be Rally Day morning,
noon and r.ight at the First Baptist
Church. The subject of the morn
ing sermon will be. "The Basis For
Victory." The promotion exercises of
the church school will be held at
noon. The Endeavorer's Inspiration
Hour will open at 6 o'clock with Mrs.
MacDonald as the leader. The
people's evening service will open at
7:15 with the prelude and big sing.
There will be special music by Mr.
Wilson and the choir. Mr. Mac
Donald's subject will be, “At The
Cross-Roads."
• • •» •
The first service of the day at the
Pratt Memorial Methodist Church
Sunday will be The Friendly Men's
Bible Class at 9:30 a. m. The pastor
will be in charge of the 10:30 service
and Miss Margaret McKnight will
tell of the work of the Knox County
Association for Rural Religious Edu
cation. Promotion Day will be ob
served in the church school at noon.

VARIED DESIGNS
IN MODERN
MEMORIAL SCULPTURE

<

SMITH—At Attleboro. Mast . Sept. 23.
Mrs. Adelaide (Lewis) Smith native of
North Haven.
CCUNCE— At South Warren, Sept. 24,
Mrs. Addle M. Counce. aged 88 years.
3 months. 28 days. Private funeral
Sunday at 2 o’clock from the residence.
GRAVES—At Rockland. Sept. 24, Lena
H (Rogers), wife of William E Graves
Funeral tomorrow at 3 o'clock from
residence. 26 Gay street.
SKINNER -At Warren. Sept. 26. Arvilla
P . widow of Charles C. Skinner, aged
80 years. 7 months. 23 days. Funeral
Monday at 1 o'clock from residence.
SPRAGUE—At Rockland. Sept 20. Mary
E Sprague, aged 74 years. 11 months,
7 days Burial In Litchfield
DAY—At Bockiand. Sept. 24. Alta C.
wife of Ted Day, aged 56 years, 11
months. 5 days. Funeral Sunday at
2 o'clock from residence.

IN THE CHURCHES

33

“Reality" is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon that will be read in
all churches of Christ, Scientist. Sun
day. September 27. 1936.
The Golden Text is: "Eye hath not
seen, nor ear heard, neither have
entered into the heart of man, the
things which God hath prepared for
them, that love him" (1 Corinthians
2: Ot.
Among thc citations from the Bible
is the following: “Let thy work ap
pear unto thy servants, and thy glory
unto their children'' (Ps. 93: 16).
The Lesson-Sermon also includes
the following passage from the
Christian Science Textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scrip
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy: "Mind
is the divine Principle, Love, and can
produce nothing unlike the eternal
Father-Mother, God. Reality is
Spiritual, harmonious, immutable.
Immortal, divine, eternal" (Page 335:
25-28).

Realizing that individual prefer
ences for particular designs in
memorials vary greatly, we have
available an unusually wide as
sortment from which you may
choose. The result is that you
should have no difficulty In se
lecting from ouru offerings, a
design that will most appropri
ately express your sentiments
WILUAM E.DORNAN4SON
INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION and THOMASTON

UNION

Prompt Delivery
TEL.

TEL.

170

170

FREE
Collection
and
Delivery

FREE
Collection
and
Delivery

HERE IT IS!
WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR!

OUR DRY CLEANING SALE

Dresses

All Other Garments At Equally Low Prices

Let Us Do Your Repairing and Alterations

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST.

Philip Creighton has entered upon
his second year at Brown University.
Mrs. Carrie Mank returned Thurs
day from Beechwood. Mass., where
she has spent several weeks.
Curtis Payson unaerwent a tonsil
operation Tuesday at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Ada Lucas entertained the
Christmas Club Tuesday at dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mathews re
turned Tuesday from a week's visit

29c

(One Piece)

ROCKLAND

TEL. 170

with their daughter, Mrs. Philip Mas*. via'.ted frianda and relative*
Bryer. in Saugus. Mass . and their son, In Union last weekend.
Irving Mathews, in 6t. Johnsbury, Vt.
Miss Augusta Rokes is having her
house painted.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes went Thurs
day to Canton to visit relatives.
Mrs. Ethel Gleason of Somerville.

REAP THE APS

E252ES1

del of theYeai-/

It’s no wonder this is radio’s most
popular set. Its marvelous Natural
Tone is the result of the Acoustical
Labyrinth, radio’s greatest tonal ad
vance, that takes the unnatural boom
and blurred tones out of radio voices
and music, and makes possible repro
duction of deep bass notes with a new
fidelity. Four Range... High Fidelity
... Tri-Focal Tuning ... Beam Power
Output . . . Carpinchoe Speaker . . .
Metal Tubes...DeLuxe Edge-Lighted
Selectorlitc Dial.

$19750
1,4

a?

MAINE MUSIC CO.
MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

ci siot/rccfc/ rfcccer t/cacc a (fyrwfiferqr-Ca/'faoti

KNOCK! KNOCK! - WHO’S THERE ?

FORD CLEANERS
“SPECIAL” FOR NEXT WEEK

Dresses
CLEANED AND PRESSED
De Luxe Work a Little More
See the New “Bohemian Smock” Tailored by FORD CLEANERS—It’s New-

It’s Very Popular—It’s Different!

“Time To Get Your Winter Coat Cleaned”

American
Legion
Building
rjzmziumiznmifsin JzraraiBfarafzrarajfajararajarafZjaraiajzfafi^

Rockland

Maine

Every-Other-Day
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Celebrate 58th Birthday of Salmon Industry in Alaska

Mrs. Victor Richards and son
Lector, are returning to Gardiner toI day after spending several weeks
'with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis,
Washington street. Miss Sandra
BY VIRGINIA FRANCIS
Richards will remain with her
Director Hotpoint Electric Cookery /miituto
grandmother for a time.
William Lyon Phelps in a lecture at (
The Indians called it maize. | corn your family can eat. Instead
Administration Effort to
Mrs. Inez Crosby is in New York
Winslow spoke of it in his book as of having to carry your biggest ket.
Pointe Aux Barques. Mich., recently,,
“the staff of life.” Even the poet tie from ceiling heights or floor lev'City attending the sessions of the
announced the best novel of the year !
Centralize Authority
writes of it, in a prelude to a love | el depths, you find your Thrift
Sovereign Grand Lodge, I.O.OF
to be “Gone With The Wind" by
song, saying "the corn was spring Cooker kettle right in place “rarin’
Analyzed.
— Misses Caroline Barry and Eliza
ing fresh and green . . . and the to go.”
Margaret Mitchell; second best. “The
There’s no danger of being burned
red was on your lip, Mary, and the
beth (Barry returned Thursday to
Last Puritan" by George Santayana.
There are three distinct phases of
lovelight in your eyes." To the or splashed when you use your
the New Deal effort to set up a cen
Boston after spending the summer at
Dr, Phelps, who is 71 years old, has a
ordinary man or woman, however, Thrift Cooker, either, because the
tralized government at Washington
their cottage on Bay View street.
long background of Judging books
as a substitute for the traditional
For more than four decades he ,
The first meeting for the fall sea
system provided by the Constitu
taught literature at Harvard and
son of Amity Lodge. F. * AM., was
tion. First there is the effort to
Yale: now he Is Professor Emeritus i
encroach upon fields heretofore re
held last night.
served to the states and thus gradu
of English Literature at Yale. He
Charles Atkins nnd family who
ally take over the functions of local
lias written two dozen books, mostly
have
been guests of Mrs. George
self-government. Second there is
about other authors and their books ,
Hurd at Ash Point have returned
the effort to regiment and control
He also is credited with having in- !
thc activities of individuals and bushome, accompanied by Mrs. Hurd
' troduced Shakespeare to Gene Tuninesses under the guidance of Fed
who will be their guest for a short
ney. Dr. Phelps Michigan lecture
eral bureaucrats. Third there is the
time.
attempt to consolidate Federal pow
the proceeds of which go to a hospiMrs. Albertie George will entertain
er in the hands of the executive
j tai. is an annual custom. This year j
branch of the Government at the
the ladies of the Methodist Society
he commented favorably on 77 books,
expense of Congress.
Wednesday afternoon at her home on
more than he had ever before re
All three of these tendencies are
High street.
viewed
at
a
single
session.
exemplified in many New Deal
Mrs. Angus Haskell. Harden avenue
laws, a considerable part of which
• • • •
will be hostess Monday night to
have been held unconstitutional by
Notes from Harcourt & Brace's fall
the Courts. The manifestations of
Lend-A-Hand Club.
list:
the third phase of this movement
c
The local Townsend Club will
Virginia Woolf, best known to us
have been listed and analyzed in a
serve
a public supper Thursday from
satisfy
America
’
s
and
the
world
’
z
pamphlet issued recently by the
through her charming biography
rate with gay festivals commemorat
«pi
taste for salmon. So constant is this
5
30
to 7:00 oclock. The South
American Liberty League. The
“Flush”, has a new book. “The
ing
the
history
and
picturesqueness
■F mon season finished!
demand that a recent survey in a
League drew a fourteen count in
Montville Club is invited.
Years," beginning with a group of
With all flags flying on the first ot this unique industry.
typical American city shows that
dictment of this feature of the New
Salmon is a “silver harvest” in canned salmon is in the pantries ot
characters living in London in the
The Congregational Society meets
of September, the territory of Al
Deal as follows:
)
deed
for the Territory—an industry 69.4% of the homes.
aska
celebrates
the
68th
birthday
of
at the parish house Wednesday at 2
1880
s.
and
its
closely
knit
narrative
Here is corn-on-the-cob, steamed in Thrift Cooker of the electric range, and
1. Legislative power far beyond
Salmon-fishing
and
canning
is
a
her largest industry, as great fleets which in the past 58 years has net unique American industry, for
ready for its bath of melted butter.
o'clock. All those having mite boxes
any in the past has been delegated
shows them in the environment of
ot salmon boats, loaded with their ted more than 50 million doUars. whereas salmon were once plentiful
to the executive branch of the Gov
everyday
life.
The
story
goes
on
In the first year of the canned sal
are asked to take them.
canned
cargo,
take
off
for
the
mar

corn
is
steamed
—
not
submerged
in,
corn is a delectable golden-yellow
ernment in more than a dozen im
mon industry in. Alaska Just 8000 along the seacoasts ot the world,
kets
ot
the
world.
This
year,
as
the
through
the
years
and
ends
with
the
'
literally,
gallons
of
boiling
water.
Megunticook Grange will observe
vegetable that does bring “the lovethey are found today In commercial
portant laws, virtually all of which,
last seineful~ot the silver sea-har cases were packed. This season, ap quantity only in the.Pacific North
There's no “poking” around in an
present day. Miss Woolf is generally
light to the eye.”
Boosters Night Oct. 7.
proximately flve and a half million
except as nullified by the Supreme
vest
is
pulled
ashore,
utch
city
on
attempt
to
“
stab
”
the
ears
of
com,
With the approach of late sum
regarded as the most distinguished
Mrs. T. Charlton Henry returned
the Alaskan coast plans to celeb cases, were sent on their way to west.
Court, remain in effect
mer, com becomes one of the most there's no waste or loss of heat
2. Control of industry, agricul
woman
of
English
letters;
she
is
inj
units.
Thursday to Chestnut Hill. Philadel
popular of the vegetables appearing
After the corn is cooked to just
ternationally acclaimed as a novelist, | “
ture and the monetary system have
on our tables—and deservedly so.
phia. after spending the summer here.
others are arriving.
The
been attempted by executive agen
Its plump kernels filled with golden that desired tenderness, you can
for her human insight, her wit, and an
At the Comique Theater: Sunday
restoration
of
the
home
has
been
i
melt
the
butter
for
the
corn
in
a
cies along lines uncharted by stat
meat just get “the seal of approv
the beauty of her style.
saucepan right on top of the elec
and Monday the attraction Ls “Last
al” from everyone.
.
..
made possible through the efforts of
ute.
“The Bells of Basel' is from the
...
“ . . .
,
I
Of course, that com has first to tric range. The low contrclledof the Mohicans; Tuesday, “3 Cheers
8. Delegation of legislative power
„
, .
, .
» civic committee headed by Jesse j
be “tested and inspected” at the heat surface units simply won't let
pen of Louis Aragon
poet,
critic.
„
„
__
i.
to the Executive has even invaded
For Love; also Oet-Rich-Nite; $160
„
‘
.
..
P
Henry.
St.
Louis
attorney,
who
is
the
butter
bum.
market before it ever reaches our
fields reserved to the States under
editor
and
now
novelist,
one
of
the
,
.
..
given away; Wednesday and Thurs
You
’
ll
be
wanting
to
have
some
tables. And these are the criteria
„
,
using his own funds and those made
the Constitution.
most interesting figures m the liter-1, available by a collection
„ ..
. small
„
used in judging. The husks on of these delicious golden - yellow
day, Shirey Temple in "The Poor
of
4. The Supreme Court has been
fresh sweet com are bright green ears of com for a meal vety soon, so
ary
world
of
France
Hls
first
novel
Little
Rich Girl." matinee Wednes
coins given by St. Louis school chil
emphatic in condemnation of the un
and look fresh. The kernels are here it the easy Thrift Cooker
is a satire on pre-War Europe, and dren. The poet was bom in St. Louis j
day at 4 o'clock for school children.
restricted delegation of legislative
plump and well-filled but soft and method of cooking them.
; has immediately taken its place be in 1850.
Sons of Union Veterans Auxiliary
power in such instances as have
milky.
The "nail test” shows a
Thrift Cooker Corn
milky fluid when you break the
reached a final adjudication.
side other books of the continental
«net
last night.
Select ears of uniform size. Pour
Mrs. Henry Howard of Newport, |
fresh tender kernel of the com; if 11a cups of water in the Thrift
5. More than 1500 Executive or
scene before 1914.
The William H. Stalkers have
R.
I.,
founded
and
has
since
headed
doughy,
the
corn
is
too
mature.
ders with the force of law have been
Cooker kettle. Turn switch to
New York, Washington. Detroit. the American Merchant Marine I
closed their summer home on Dilling
Cook in Thrift Cooker
High. As soon as the water boils,
issued by the President.
Hollywood.
Miami,
politics,
aviation,
ham's
Point and returned to New
place
the
com
in
the
kettle
and
6. As many as 50 new agencies
After your market basket is filled
...
...
.
Library Association, which collects
advertising, speculation, the movies. I
.
... ......
„ ..
with well-chosen com, you will continue cooking on High until
York city.
and bureaus have been created by
..
..
,
.
.
,
and
distributes
books
to
ships,
lightwant to take it home and cook it steam appears from the vent. Ten
Executive order to meet emergency
these are the places and channels ships, and „lighthouses.
...
Miss Doris Heald has returned from
She also is
to a delicious tenderness. And this der corn will be cooked at this
conditions, and more than half of
through
which
the
Big
Money
has
...
,
„
Boston
where she attended the New
point.
.
„ ,
...
’
, the editor of a small neatly-bound
is the time you really appreciate
them are still in active operation
If older corn is being cooked.
been flowing, in, the
years
in volume
,
„ . “The Seamen s „
England Dancing Teachers Conven
your modem electric range. The
. past, 20L
,
called
Hand-1
although New Deal spokesmen de
Thrift Cooker on the surface unit turn the switch to Low after steamAmerica,
. ,for Shore ,Leave. , Within its
tion at the Hotel Touraine. and is
clare the emergency has passed.
, t and they furnish the themes .book
of the new automatic electric range ing is well established and continue
and the„ setting
of
i covers ,ls ,found. ..
now conducting classes at her studio
7. Legislative and judicial pow
is just made, it seems, to cook corn steaming 30 minutes. Place on a
,
. “The
. , Big Money
_
the most. exhaustive ,
a powerful story
,, ., information
. ,
.
. .
ers as well have been delegated to
“as you like it.”
1 warm platter and pour over melted
on Trim street.
, ' by John, Dos
, Passos, available
for
seafaring
regulatory agencies created or
At last you have a container large butter to which chopped parsley
who is recognizedt not onlv in Amen.
,
..
..
,
Leslie D. Ames who has been criti
.
men. including the worlds most corn
strengthened by laws enacted on
enough to hold all of the ears of ■ has been added.
ea and England but in every
countryj piete
, . list of hospitals and clinics. |
cally ill at the Pettapiece Hospital,
1
j
the recommendation of the adminis
of Europe as an outstanding Ameri and such tips as “bed drinking water'' 1
4s slightly improved.
tration.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Skewes and
can writer.
vicious
conditions."
“doubtful I
8. A huge new payroll, largely ex
“385 Days'' in the unique title of a liquor". For more than 17 years Mrs. |
empt from civil service and includ
son went Thursday to their home in
ing many important officials for
book written and compiled under the Howard has kept in direct touch with [
Chicago after a visit with his par
whom no Senate confirmation is re
editorship of Kay Boyle. Laurence more than 400 ports, and has visited J
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Skewes,
quired, has been established by Ex
Vail, and Nina Conaraln. More than and Inspected many of them herself, j
High street.
ecutive authority.
'
.,s yacht.
..
A large delegation from the Rotary
8. Enormous sums, greater than
! 100 talented writers of England, I chiefly on her husband
America and the Continent, have colClub and the Rotary Annes are at
twice the entire annual cost of the
Government before the depression,
[ laborated with the editors in this
tending the Fall Conclave of thc 38th
Noting the recent visit of Mary L.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
I HORIZONTAL (Cent.)
HORIZONTAL
have been available to the Presi
18-Entrances
|41-The (Sp.)
unusual and interesting book. It ls Jobe Akeley with Mrs. Lillian McRae
District Rotary International, at
1-Wish for
dent to spend at will for public
6-To lower in position 43- A continent (abbr.) 20-Empty
a collection of 365 stories, one for is Rockland, this small item from a
Poland Spring.
22- Small bottle for
works and work relief.
44- Large lake
11-Snsre
A special town meeting will be
each day of the year, that may be Literary Digest of a few years back
vinegar
46-Short-eared
mastiff
10. New projects of an unprece
13- Crowns
23- Delirium tremens
held in the Opera House Friday night
described as a sketchbook of the interests us:
(Her.)
dented character, visionary and im
14- Falsehood
(abbr.)
48-Firmness
15- Pertaining to the
practical, have been entered upon
to act on these articles: To see if the
times, a cross-section of the many
Dr. Mary L. Jobe Akeley, widow
24- The king of Bashan
51- Remains
sun.
by the Executive without submis
town will accept as a gift the proper
worlds of today and the many lives of the naturalist and explorer, is ad
(Bible)
52Assists
16- An outfit
sion to Congress.
25Drunken
carousal
ty now owned by the Camden Outing
that fill them. Many of the best mirably fitted for the lone African
17- Low Dutch (abbr.)
11. Shocking wastes of public
26- Annoys
18- District Court
Club
at Hosmers Pond; to see if the
short-story
writers
of
the
day
are
repsafari
on
which
she
set
sail
from
VERTICAL
money have taken place, notably in
27- Listena to
(abbr.)
town will rent the above property to
resented in this delightful book.
New York on June 19. One of Ameri
the Passamaquoddy and Florida
28The
first
day
of
the
19-Suffix to form past
the Camden Outing Club annually for
"Audubon" by Constance Rourke, ca's leading outdoor women, she is
Ship Canal projects initiated by the
Roman month
1- Howls
tense
President and finally stopped by
30-Percolates
2- Lady of King
an amount equal to that which the
sets forth the life of John James resourceful, a capable organizer, of 21- Musieal note
32- Near by
Arthur’s court
Congress.
town is now receiving for taxes on
Audubon, naturalist, artist, and a level, even temperament, and good 22- Woman attending
33Conjunction
3Greek
goddess
of
12. Political considerations have
man's college
the property.
woodsman.
The
story
is
so
colordisposition.
Author,
educator,
ex35-Agitates
malicious
mischief
24-Propellers
figured in allotments for relief and
37-Word of unknown
fully told that Audubons personality plorer> she was married t0 Carl
4- Railroad (abbr.)
26-lnstrument for
public works and in the distribution
meaning i« th.
5- Beginning to
recording thunder
grips the imagination, unflagging Akeley, in 1924. and accompanied
of jobs.
FRIENDSHIP
Psalms
develop
28- Woo
13. Thousands of administrative
energy which drove him from Penn- him on hls last expedition in Africa,
6A
debt
overdue
and
40-Waiter
29- Fathers
orders, with the same force of law
sylvania to Texas, from Florida to completed hls work when he died
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will hold
unpaid
31-Greek god of war
42-Tardy
as Executive orders, have been is
7- Exist
34- Natty
44- Greek letter
Labrador,
in
his
unending
search
for
there
in
1926.
This
time
she
will
live
a
public harvest supper at the vestry
sued by officials to whom the Presi
8- Beseech
45- Type measure
birds; salty humor capable of self- mostly alone ln a green tent in the 35- Permit
Oct.
5. Harvest service will be held
NEW DEAL PLANNERS headed by Professor Rexford Guy Tugwell
dent has redelegated power.
9- Agitate
36- Main actors
46- lndefinite article
at the church Sunday morning.
and abetted by a subservient Congressional majority would remove farm
appraisal; exceptional gifts as artist Transvaal and southern Rhodesia to 38- Make a mistake
14. Executive power has been
10-The natural fat
47- Nothing
ers from this vast area or make them turn their acres into grazing land.
12— Italian river .
used for experimentation with the
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Maynard of
and scientist; unwavering devotion collect material for the American
39- Plural suffix
49- And (Lat.)
Planned scarcity having injured both farmers and consumers, this latest
40- Telcgraphic Trans 13- Court of Appeal
ories neither sanctioned by Con
Milton. Mass., and Spruce Head, were
to his wife. Miss Rourke herself has Museum of Natural History. Of mod
50Opera
(abbr.)
Brain
Trust
dream
is
now
being
considered
seriously.
Thus,
the
experi

(abbr.)
mitter (abbr.)
gress nor aproved by authorities
Quests of Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop
long been recognized as an authority erate height, fairly plump. Dr. Akeley
mental Remaking of America goes on under the New Deal.
most competent to pass judgment.
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Whitney last weekend.
on the American frontier and Ameri- started exploring in 1914. in the
One of the conclusions reached by
The construction of George Mitch
can
folklore.
Canadian
Rockies.
She
was
bom
in
Miller and daughter Ruth who will
the League was:
ell's house is progressing nicely with
“Obliteration of the constitutional
The Best Poems of 1936. edited by Tappan. Ohio, in 1886
remain for a visit, the former for a
jfjohn Mitchell as builder; it will be
dividing lines between coordinate
Thomas Moult. Collectors, librarians,
week and the latter for two weeks. (
branches lays the foundation for a
ready for occupancy about November.
students and lovers of modern poetry
ROCKPORT
Mrs. Celia Oliver of Thomaston is
potential dictatorship.”
Mrs. Dwight Wotton gave a sur
have welcomed each year Mr Moult's
in charge of the new class room
prise
party Friday for her father.
selection of the best verse published
John D. Robbins and Arthur Turn which has been added to the Ballard
Shelterbelt Abandoned;
Oeorge Carter, with the children and
in American and English periodicals. er with Herbert E. Hoche and Vernon Business School.
Dream Cost $2,500,000
friends present. A birthday cake
It is the only anthology of its kind, Rhea of Rockland went Sunday to
Another spectacular New Deal
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cole of Roches- (
graced the table, together with ice
and
this
is
the
15th
annual
volume
Caribou
where
they
have
employ

experiment was tossed into the dis
ter. N. Y., are guests of his cousin.
cream and cake. Mr. Carter received
The fall list also makes special note ment.
card when it was decided to aban
Miss Marion Weidman.
several gifts.
don the Roosevelt idea of a
of eleven books from their print shop
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Shibles have
POLAND
Madame
Lea
Luboshutz
has
re

Mrs. Leslie Burns who was operat
shelterbelt of trees reaching from
I offered at popular prices, though returned from Winterport, where
SPRING
turned to Cynwyd, Pa., after spend- j
Canada to Texas. The $75,000,000
ed
upon at St. Barnabas Hospital in
< books of established importance and they were called by the death of Mrs.
HOUSE
project was announced in July, 1934.
ing the summer at her cottage on '
Woodfords is making good recovery.
j
wide
appeal:
They
are:
Shibles'
mother,
Mrs.
Asenath
Erick

and $2,500,000 had been spent on it
Dwight Stanley of Monhegan ls at
The Autobiography of Lincoln son. They were accompanied by her Beauchamp Avenue.
up to June, 1936. Congress re
tending school at the village and
Mrs.
Blanche
McDonnell
Ls
having
boiler
fund
for
the
Baptist
Church,
I
Steffins.
sister,
Miss
Gertrude
Erickson
who
fused even to appropriate $1,000,000
a vacation from her duties in the
Set your clock back one hour before making his home with his grandpar
more in the agricultural bill to
Men Against Death, by Paul de will visit here.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Murphy.
office
of
the
Rockland
Coal
Co.
j retiring tonight.
carry on a study of the scheme.
A minstrel show will be given Oct.
Kruif.
You will enjoy a wonderful holiday with every’ comfort and ideal
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Burns of Au
The object of the shelterbelt idea
Baptist
Church:
John
W.
Hyssong.
j
Mrs.
T.
Charlton
Henry
has
closed
Queen Victoria, by Lytton Strachey. 27 at Town hall for the benefit ol
facilities for outdoor sport and pastimes
was to conserve the soil and soil
gusta and Mr. and Mrs. Roland
pastor.
Services
for
the
week
wtll
be
her
cottage
on
Beauchamp
Point
and
The Tudor Wench, by Elswith the High School basketball team.
POLAND SPRING HOUSE
MANSION HOUSE
moisture and to protect home
Burns and two children of Damari
Miss Agnes Wiley arrived Wednes held on standard time. Sunday morn- returns today to Philadelphia.
Open until October 5th.
Open until November 2d
Thane.
steads and crops from dry sum
scotta were guests Sunday of their
ing
worship
at
11
a.
m
.
subject,
“
God
|
...........
~~
mers and cold winters. It had
God's Gold; John D. Rockefeller day from San Diego. Cal., to spend
Private Golf Course—18 Holes
parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Burns.
First Tee and Eighteenth Green directly in front of hotel.
been proposed to make the belt
and His Times, by John T. Flynn.
a vacation with friends. The trip from is for us." Bible School at 12. with !
Mrs. Frank C. Foster and son
Swimming. Fishing. Upland Shooting. Partridge and Woodcock,
1,000 miles long and 100 miles
The Robber Barons: The Great San Diego to New York was made by Rally Day observance^ Christian .
Tennis, Saddle Horses, Canoeing, Orchestra
Randall C. Foster, recently returned
wide. The belt was to have tra
Endeavor
6
p.
m.;
leader.
Miss
Feme
!
American Capitalist, 1861-1901, by plane with ideal weather conditions
Concerts twice daily. Dancing.
versed North and South Dakota,
from England. Mrs. Foster, (Kath
Matthew Josephson.
and was an enjoyable experience. Whitney, Gospel Service 7 p. m.. sub- j
Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma and
HOME OF POLAND WATER
arine Condon) had part on the pro
Sherman: Fighting Prophet, by Miss Wiley's last visit to her home ject, “God the Consuming Fire;” i
Into northern Texas.
grams of the New Educational
Thursday
evening
at
7
prayer
and
town was 12 years ago and she is
Lloyd Lewis.
Fellowship
Convention in Chelten
What Youth Will Get.
A
Revolution: 1776, by John Hyde receiving the glad hand from old praise service.
ham her subject being "The Coun
The New Deal makes an appeal to
and
Miss
Helena
Upham
will
substitute
friends.
Preston.
youth to go along with the spending
try Schools of Kentucky and Ten
| The World's Illusion, by Jacon
Funeral services for Mrg. Asenath at the Public Library during the ab
program and promises that youth
nessee." She exhibited samples of
Erickson, widow of Leonard Erickson sence of Librarian Amy Miller.
Wassermann.
jwill thereby inherit the earth. It is
hand craft work done in the schools
Mrs. Matilda Erickson attended the
Jmore likely that youth will mere)'
(Dry and Golden)
The American Songbag, by Carl were held Wednesday at her home in
of these two states; also showed
assume the mortgage.
Winterport. The remains were brought funeral services of her daughter-inSandburg.
MRS.
movie pictures of the school buildings
MADE FROM THE WORLD FAMOUS
law,
Mrs.
Asenath
Erickson,
at
Blue Water, by Arthur Sturges here for burial in West Rockport
and surroundings. Mrs. Foster and
HOME-MAKER
cemetery where committal services Winterport, Wednesday.
Hildebrand.
Its the best place to find
family returned Monday to Tusculum
The
Trytohelp
Club
will
serve
a
were also held.
unusual bargains . . . and
Greeneville. Tenn.
Assuring Quality Beyond Comparison
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Merrill re public supper Monday at 6 o'clock at
the best place to dispose
On Oct, 15 the early home of
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pmn and delay due
Fred G. Gray who resided here
ot unwanted thing*.
Eugene Field, the children's poet, at turn Sunday to Methuen, Mass the home of Arthur K. Walker.
this summer has enroled in Vander
Tables
will
be
set
up
in
the
newly
HIRAM RICKER & SONS, Inc.
St. Louis will be opened as a museum after visiting for two weeks at the
bilt University, Nashville. Tenn.. for a
all ,lniggi.stafuro'fr4.iyM>r«^iMo^A
and shrine. Several articles once home of Mr. and Mrs. James Miller constructed building on the premises.
SOUTH POLAND, ME
medical course.
The
proceeds
will
be
added
to
the
101*115 Ginger Ale
owned by Field have been received They will be accompanied by Mrs.
Natural

New Deal Seeks
| Greater Powers

Everyday Cooking Miracles

OUR
BOOK CORNER
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Poland Spring Ginger Ale

modern women
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How Bureaucracy Has Grown Under the New Deal

RISE IN EGG PRICES

Page Five

WALDOBORO

STAR

THEATRE

Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hilton are ln
Waldoboro
Dark Harbor.
SHOWS AT 8.03 P. M.
Strengthening of the Con Mrs. Fannie Davis has returned to
May's Landing, N. J.
sumer Demand
TUESDAY, SEPT. 29
Mrs. Merton Benner attended the j
Receipts of eggs at the Four Mar W.C.T.U. State Convention ln Houl
“Sing Baby, Sing”
kets were 17 per cent more and poul ton. Mrs. Benner, who is presi- ,
What our Ughtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
ALICE FAYE,
try 57 per cent more during August I dent of the County Union, was a
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
ADOLPHE 5IENJOU
this year than a year ago. Receipts delegate.
The day’s news from many lonely outposts along
of eggs continue to exceed those of a
Maine's waterfront.
THURSDAY, CCT. 1
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Duane are
year ago.
visiting relatives in Quincy, Mass.
“Heart cf the West”
Receipts of poultry are greatly ex
Islands spatter Penobscot Bay.
Isles came as a result of the letter
Miss Winifred Knowles, who passed
WM. BOYD,
JIMMY ELLISON
ceeding those of a year ago and it is
And look alike on a foggy day;
several weeks with Mrs. Jessie Achorn
Background, foreground, and horizon that Sambo wrote to Tommy Isles
likely they will continue to do so.
mixed
last spring. Tommy couldn't come
SATURDAY. OUT. 3
Storage is about normal for eggs; has returned to Chelsea. Mass.
With fog above and around and be
himself, never leaving his apartment
twixt—
Mrs. Ida C. Stah., president of the
76 per cent increase In total frozen
“
Border
Patrolman”
Qllmpses of ledge and pointed firs
in New York, so Mr. and Mrs. Isles
And spruces tall and Junipers
Lincoln County Union of Women's
poultry.
GEORGE
O'BRIEN,
—Anna E. Coughlin
came and in looking for the Light
Storage stocks of eggs were slightly Clubs has announced the date for the
POLLY ANN YOUNG
went way by, seeking Cape Neddick
less on September 1 than a year ago. fall meeting as Oct. 13 to be held
Matinee, 2.30 P. M.
Cape Neddick
Light and all the signs read "Nubble''
Continued heavy receipts of poul in Damariscotta.
Nubble Light is on short wave, Light.
It is too bad that name has
try will likely force holdings on
Mrs. Frances B. Qulner has closed SPECTAI,—$10 given away each
hello everyone!
been given this light as it makes it
Saturday night in three prizes
January 1, 1937 higher than on Janu Butter Point Farm and returned to
I wish to make a correction of my confusing to strangers. They finally
ary I, 1936. The into-storage season Marblehead. Mass., accompanied by, The third prize Sat., Sept. 26 is S6
last letter in which I said that Keeper i arrived, however, and said Sambo
Shaws 8.00 P. M. Standard Time
has Just begun.
her nephew, Harry Graves.
116-117
Tracy of Boon was in the Maine was larger than Tommy, had differ
Feedstuff markets continue de
Mrs. Lizzie Tuttle of Hope is guest
General Hospital. He is in the Ma ent eyes, and Tommy has double paws
cline; improved prospects for fall of Mrs. Nellie Overlock.
rine Hospital at Portland. He is but otherwise they look a good deal
DAIRY STATISTICS
feeding limiting demand.
still there, after more than three alike. They were greatly interested
Miss Lois Palmer ls visiting her
This graphic illustration speaks for itself on the situation in Washington, where government employes
With
a
continued
strengthening
of
months and should be cheered dp in him and in the light also, as it
brother in Belfast.
have been increased b.v 240,000 political appointments, paid for by the public, and New Deal government ty
consumer demand, a greater than
From 1934 Census Relating
with cards. Come on, boys, send was the first they were ever in.
bureaus has added SO bureaus and commissions to thc tax-supported list.
Frederick A. Brummitt, who has
seasonal rise In egg prices Is In pro
him a card, he will appreciate it very
To Farms in Knox and
We had a nice long talk about
been at hls home here, has returned
spect.
much.
"Cheerio" as Mr. Isles is "Cheerio's"
leads direct to New York. Mrs. O’WARREN
flve members Wednesday—Mrs. Ina
Lincoln Counties
The farm price of chicken declined to Boston.
We hear that the new keeper or < musical director and one of the "Little Connor is the proud owner and a I
1 Overlook. Mrs. Minerva Marshall. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart C. Heming
seasonally,
but
at
a
greater
than
rather second assistant at Boon is I Peppers." We talked of all and delightful hostess. Mrs. Powers and j Herman Kelleran of Cushing, who Augusta Moon. Mrs. Alice Gray, and
Farmers who labor on a modern
. average rate. With a prospect of way. who passed the summer with
Mr. Chainey. I was talking with htm ' sundry, especially of Dan Shea, that I surely enjoyed our visit there.
[ recenty underwent an operation for Mrs. Helen Gray. A dinner precedtheir
family
at
“
Glenhurst
have
re

j
continued
heavy
selling
of
poultry,
basis devote increasing study to the
recently and learned he is faring j wonderful member of the cheering
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Kaber of Ips. Jaw infection at the Waterville Hospi- ed the meeting.
prices probably will continue their turned to Syracuse, N. Y,
general industry and by comparative
splendidly. I hope he likes there ■ squad who can move only his tongue
wich Mass. and Mrs. Kaber s sister,!*»• was suPP*r **st Wednesday of
"The Unknown Road" is the ser- present greater than, average decline.
John W. Palmer is attending the analyses draw knowledge beneficial
and wish him a long and pleasant, an<j ijps Harrison has been to see
Lillian. were also guests with us at Mr “»d Mrs' Newe11
on hLs mon WP1C Sunday mornlng at,
The heavy holdings of storage poul National G.A.R. Encampment ln
time in the service.
him. Mr. and Mrs. Isles stayed to ..
ln seasonal plans. They are materi
way home from Waterville. Mr. Congregational Church Both ol Lhe try ln prospect Jan. 1, 1937 may re
Washington, D. C.
I
Mr. Smith is doing flne in Mr. supper find left about 9 p. m. for the O Connor home.
>
Kelleran expects tc re-enter the churches will hold services on stands sult ln lower spring prices.
ally aided ln a competent under
Tracey's absence and the kindly rays Portland on their way to spend a
As we drove along we noticed thea[
J5 fQr
Ume
The third and fourth degrees were
of their light are always on time.
conferred at the last meeting of standing of their operative field by
vacation at Nova Scotia. We wish leaves were beginning to fall and,
lreatm<?nt
,
Recent dinner guests o{ Miss Er.
We had a busy time in August and them a fine time and extend to them U^Tk ofOld Man Winter iust around
Meenahga Grange. During the lec numerous governmental reports and
SOUTH
CHINA
Past ^sidents will be honored at mina Williams were Miss Gladys Wllenjoyed several picnic parties, on one our wish that they come again next thlnk of Old Man Winter just around &
turer's hour a contest was carried on statistics.
night &t
liams and d,. charles stansfleld of
Windsor Fair had its usual quota between the boys and girls of the
of which were Mr. and Mrs. Robert spring.
the corner.
Knox County, listed by the Feder
Woman's Club. An invitation has Yonkers, N. Y.
of attendants and prize winners from Juvenile Grange with the girls em
B. Holloway and family of Arlington,
Toward the end of a recent broad
The new cruiser. 367. has been on J
Weekend
guests
of
Nelson
Williams
al
Farms census, with dairying fig
this section. South China Grange, erging as winners. Supper was
weekend guests including Mr. and cast when Pat sang Dan Shea's song two trial courses from Bath. We ad j been tendered thc first president,
and
Mrs.
Hattie
MacFarland
and
ures
released by Director William L.
in charge of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Mc- served at the close of the meeting
Mrs. Oeorge Melzard and daughter "The (Bells of Dan Shea" we thought mire her beauty as she gracefully Mrs. Marjorie Allen of Sanford. A
Miss Ermina Williams were Samuel
pantomime.
“
A
Bachelor's
Reverie"
Austin
of the Department of Com
Naughton,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wesley
Mor

Eunice. Mrs. Bertha Rogers and Mrs. we were to have news of him. And
Oertrude Creamer and Mrs. Lillian
sails by.
has been arranged for entertainment, Williams. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Stev- rill and Mrs. Clara Bruce bringing Wentworth in charge.
Mary Ingham and Dudley Leavitt of sure enough, as "Cheerio" so fitting
merce. had (4.231 cows milked ln
As it is now lighting up time, I J and wiu have besides the reader, a pns and Miss clara Hersom of Hope home the blue ribbon and a substanBath. All but Mrs. Ingham and ly put it. Dans spirit had gone up
Officers elected in Good Luck 1934. from 1178 fai ms reporting;
■ suitable musical accompaniment. dale. Mass.
Eunice returned home that night. on the "Wings of the Morning" close with best regards to ail.
,
,
111®1 money prize.
Rebekah
Lodge are; Mrs. Mertie 2.223.838 gallons of milk produced;
Recent callers at the home of Miss j
Elean()r payson whQ w#s
On our trip East we were pleased Light refreshments will be served,
In another party were Mr. and Mrs What a blessing for him. but what
Booth,
noble
grand; Mrs. Ethel Ben butter churned, 214 933 pounds from
Ermina
Williams
were
Mr.
and
Mrs
guest of her daughter. Mrs. Herbert
Nathaniel Robinson and son John of j a vacant space he has left for to meet George J. Teague of Warren. I The past presidents to be honored inner. vice grand; Mrs. Althea Kaler, 918 farms. Cows and heifers (both
Jesse
Wentworth
of
Worcester,
Mass
Hartford and guests Mr. and Mrs. j •’Cheerio's" listeners. His cheerful We had quite a chat with him in elude, besides Mrs. Allen, Miss Tena Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Young and | Esancy for a fortnight, has returned recording secretary; Mrs. Gladys
to Hope, after attending Windsor
milk and beef) two years old and
Leon Cooley and son Leigh of Wot- t letters will be missed but we will have Damariscotta where he has business McCallum. Mrs. Ella Cunningham.
Grant, financial secretary; Mrs. Cora
cester, Mrs. Sargent and daughter j a precious memory—something we Interests, and during the course of 'Mrs. Alice Mathews, and Miss Edna daughters Pauline jmd Esther,, Mr Fair.
over, as of Jan. 1. 1935. totalled 4.337.
Waltz,
treasurer;
Mrs.
Bertha
Moody
Erskine Academy opened for the
Mabel of Lyons, N. Y., and Mr. and ; would never have had without him. our conversationhe informed us that I F. Boggs. On the program committee and Mrs George Gonia of Quincy,
In the neighboring county of Lin
fall session Sept. 15. Principal Lewis and Mrs. Maude Greenlaw, trustees.
Mrs. M. Tallman of Sodus. N. Y. We What a sermon against war his life he has been a Mason for 50 years— are Mrs. Alena Starrett. Mrs NancyMass' Dr and Mrs' Robert Cook'
coln. 3.875 cows were milked on 1.363
The
installation
will
be
Oct.
6.
Clark.
Mrs
Carrie
Butler.
Mrs.
Leda
?
Irs
Paullne
Downing
and
Mr
and
C. Tatham of Rockland is again in
had a wonderful day They brought has been—the horrors and after- quite a record. We wish him the best
Miss Olive Piper entertained at her farms; 1,728 237 gallons of milk pro
Mtss Erter. Farmington
their lunches and we took pictures, math. Por nine long years it has of luck and hope to hearfrom him I Martin, and Mrs. Flora McKellar. iMrs' Harold Kearney a11 of Quincy, charge.
The
business
meeting
will
open
at
8
,
Mass
"
and
Mlss
Marlha
Jones
home
Wednesday night ln honor of duced; butter churned, 169.904 pounds
Normal School in the Home Eco
etc.
been a terrible struggle, suffering un soon. He is a faithful reader of The
her
16th
birthday. The evening was from 872 farms. This county had
Mrs Coleman has had the bath told and courage. Let it help those Courier-Gazette.
nomics department is the only new
standard.
4.347 cows and heifers ) both milk and
* • • •
VINALHAVEN
member of the faculty. Those re passed in playing games and refresh
tub (my small boat) pulled up in the that are left to keep this country out
The general program committee for '
beef) two years old and over. This
ments
were
served.
The
young
hos

turning are Mr. Perkins, Miss Myrtle
back yard and filled with petunias of another war.
Curtis Island
the year at the Woman's Club in- I
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Carver re- Huff. Morris Austin and Mrs Theda tess received many lovely gifts. Those census is of 1934
and calendulas. Everyone who came
Keeper Reed ls busy with the fall eludes: Miss M. Grace Walker, Mrs.
Production of milk In these coun
turned
Wednesday from Boston.
i Boynton. Forty freshmen have en bidden were Mr. and Mrs. Donald
here had pictures taken sitting on the
Little River
work on the station and Is getting Alena Starrett, Miss Eleanor Good
French. Misses Laura Oeamer, Mar ties showed a slight decrease com
At
the
meeting
of
Ocean
Bound
rolled.
The
new
building
is
rapidly
ground behind the boat with the bell
Hello, everyone along the coast, boats in good condition for winter win, Miss Marjorie Spear and Mrs.
jorie Colwell, Beverly Richards, pared to 1929, while butter churned
tower in the back ground. It makes
Nancy Clark. This committee has Rebekah Lodge. Tuesday night, of nearing completion and will place
use.
this is Little River again.
Rhoda Hilton Helen Oldis, Edith was considerably more than five years
grand.
Erskine
Academy
well
ln
the
front
a very attractive setting.
ficers elected were: Noble
Mrs. Reed attended services Sunday j appointed five program workers Ior
We
were
very
glad
to
have
rain
as
Perry. Alma Winchenbach, Barbara previous. Ownership of cows and
We celebrated a birthday anni
Arline White; vice grand Helen , rank.
at Littlefield Memorial Church each months meetings. They are
heifers is decidedly on the up and up,
our
cisterns
were
nearly
dry.
versary Aug. 23. Mrs. Ingham was
Rockland.
! November—Miss Edna F. Boggs. Mrs Orcutt; recording secretary Hilma i Students from the Pond road at- ton. Mrs. Benner, who ls presi- according to Uncle Sam's count.
Miss Emily Corbett was overnight
surprised when invited to the dining
Webster; financial secretary, Villa I tending the academy include Fred- Benner, Joyce Porter, Bethoe Har
Mrs. Celia Hapworth of Rockland Gertrude Rowe. Mrs. Diana Haskell, Calderwood; treasurer, (Sada Rob- crick Parmenter. Aaron Martin, Con- kins and Barbara Scott, and Lewis
room to pay games, to find the table guest recently of Miss Hannah Bean.
Miss Annie Starrett and Mrs. Alice
set and a beautiful birthday cake in
Decosta Shaw, a member of the was afternoon guest recently of Mrs.
Martin, Anthony Abbotini, James
Mathews; December — Mrs. Willis bins; trustee for three years, Ruth rad Desaulniers and Lothrop Ladd;
Reed.
the center, with favors. She greatly C.C.C. Camps, is visiting his parents
Billings. Installation will take place juniors; Margaret Hysom. sophomore; Young. Alfred Ellis, Lester Black.
Vinal. Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mrs. JesKermit Wentworth. Evelyn Esancy, Paul Piper, Warren Vannah and
enjoyed the occasion.
in town.
Miss Irene Goodwin of Providence j
| sie Walker. Mrs. E. Belle Walker, and Oct. 13.
Mr. and Mrs Leon Jackson, daugh
accompanied
by
her
sister
Miss
Doris
Mrs. Willie W. Corbett spent a few
Miss Aura Williams, has employ- Leona Plaisted. Herbert and Leon Reginald French.
Miss Beulah Starrett; January^-Mrs
ter Pauline and son Philip were din days with her brother at Machias- Goodwin of St. Lawrence University,
“Sing, Baby, Sing" will be the
inent
at the Baker estate on Treasure : Plalsted' Armand DeSaulnlers and
Abbie J. Newbert, Mrs. Flora Peabody.
Robert Martin, freshmen.
ner guests recently, and Mrs. Cole port.
Canton, N. Y., were callers here re
Tuesday feature at Star Theatre On
Island.
Mrs. Nettie Jameson, Mrs. Sadie
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Small and son Thursday comes another of those
man was invited to Portsmouth that
Cutler Grange recenty gave a bene cently.
Barrow’s, Mrs. Alice Cook; February
Mrs. W Y. Fossett, returned Wed- ! Kenneth of Augusta were recent callnight to see "Pepper," a film much fit dance and a pound party for Mr.
virile Hop-a-long Cassidy stories
John Hapworth of Southwest Har —Miss Eleanor Goodwin. Mrs. Alena nesday from Rockland.
i ers at Ralph Esancy's. also Mr. and “Heart of the West” featuring Wil
to her liking.
and Mrs. Charles Porter. Mr. Porter bor and Miss Esther Moore of Mc Starrett, Miss Marjorie Spear, Miss
Supt. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley, re- | Mrs. Howard Merrill and daughters liam Boyd and on Saturday “Border
Weekend guests were Miss Alma J is failing in health.
Kinley a teacher at Southwest Har- M. Grace Walker, and Miss Tena Me
turned Wednesday from Swan's gyjvia and Holly.
Knight and Woodrow Billington of
Patrolman" featuring George O'Brien.
Miss Lillian Porter has been visit bor High School were guesU Sunday. Ca„um. March„Mrs EUa Cunning. Lsland.
.
| Miss Ida Elwin visited relatives in
Woodfords, Miss Eva Carle of the
Mrs. Reed visited last week with ham. Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs. Minerva
ing friends in Jonesport thc past
Mrs. Scott Littlefield went Thors- Bath Sunday,
village. Miss Fern Hayes of Dover,
WEST WALDOBORO
her aunU Miss Emily Ginn and Mrs. Marshall. Miss Hilda Aspey. and Mrs.
week.
Prof, and Mrs. Rufus Jones have
day to Hartford, called by illness of
N. H., Miss Ethel Snyder, Miss Mar
Miss Ruth Dennison has been guest Eugene Barnes at Prospect Village
Lina Smith; April—Mrs. Anna Star her son. Robert.
closed their cottage and returned
jorie Horne of Concord. N. H., and
A daughter was born Sept. 22 to Mr.
of her mother and father. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. William Manchester rett. Mrs. Eleanor Barrett. Mrs. Alice
Miss Grace McIntire of Bath.
New has been received of the home.
and
Mrs. Irvine Genthner.
Mrs. Edward Dennison.
of Northeast Harbor and Mr. and Watts. Mrs. Mabel Peabody, and Mrs.
Miss Ruth Fuller. Colby '36. is teach
Miss Alma Knight and Miss Grace
Sadie Mank is visiting her uncle.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith are Mrs. Claud Murphy of Somerville ' Elizabeth Munsey; May—Mrs. Mary j birth of a son (James Arthur) bom ing in Albion at Besse High.
McIntire spent vacations here, in
Henry Howard.
on a trip down through the Provinces were guests Sunday of Keeper and Moore. Miss Marjorie Spear, Miss i in Boston, Sept. 23 to Mr. and Mrs.
Recent guests at Herbert Esancy's
cluding Labor Day. Other holiday
Harold Arey, formerly of this place.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold David and
as
far
east
as
Cape
Breton.
Mrs. Reed.
Eleanor Goodwin. Mrs. Helen Maxey,
included Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Har daughter Bette of Attleboro. Mass,
visitors were Woodrow Billington and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leroy
Ames
visited
Mr. and Mrs. Willis W. Corbett
Chickens have been missed from and Mrs. Christine Barker. The pur
wood and mother Mrs, Julia Har spent last weekend with his parents,
Harold Stlfen of Portland.
,
and daughters Kathleen and Emily, our flock several times during the pose of so dividing the committees Thursday in Rockland.
wood of Hope, Mr. and Mrs. Leland Mr. and Mrs. Frank David.1
Miss Eunice Melzard went Aug. 1 lo
attended church Sunday morning.
Mrs. James Ross and daughter Johnson of North Appleton, Mrs.
season We hope the thieves, whoever was to seek variety of programs for
her home in Bath after spending
Mrs. Villa Morse of Waldoboro is
Purcell
Corbett
drove
Mr.
Roberts
Muss
Elizabeth Ross are spending a Burleigh Esancy, sons Bernard and
the
current
year.
they
are.
have
enjoyed
their
chicken
most of the summer here. .
caring for her sister. Mrs. Irvine
to Lubec to attend his annual services. pie.
Miss Marguerite Haskell went to!few wwks wlth Natives in Boston. Lloyd and daughter Mabel, and Al
Sambo Tonkus had distinguished
Genthner and daughter.
Fifteen hogsheads of stringing
• • • •
The members of the Apron Club. bert Ellery of East Union, Mr. and
Portland yesterday on business.
visitors from New York as callers
Percy French has employment in
herring
were
taken
from
the
tango
Thc E. A. Starrett Camp, Sons ofwere entertained Thursday by Mrs.1 Mrs. David Esancy, Mr and Mrs Rhode Lsland.
Tuesday. Mr. and Mrs. J. Harrison
Portland Head
weir in the harbor Sunday morning.
Merrill Esancy and son Deane of ApMr. and Mrs. Aaron Nash visited
Must be dog days by the thickness Union Veterans Auxiliary initiated L- R Smith, at her home.
We assure Will Seavey that he will
! pleton, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Payson, Mrs. Emily Keene Friday at Keene's
of
the
fog.
be seeing more of Little River items
! Mr. and Mrs. Edward Payson and son Neck.
September will soon be over and
this winter. He has been visiting his
Robert of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. ArMr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
fast time will take a back seat in the
old home here.
deile Bumps and daughter Joyce and and daughter Eleanor passed Friday
Mrs. Lloyd McBride (Bertha Ack picture.
sister Mrs. Vivian Young of China, evening with Mr. and Mrs. William
ley) of Isles of Shoals Light Station
Mrs. R. T. Sterling spent WednesMrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald and children Gross at Gross Neck
has been visiting her parents, Mr. day wlth her s^ter Mirs. Charles
Arlene and Carlton and Mrs. Gladys
I
Mrs. Flora Oenthner has employ
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
and Mrs. Frank Ackley.
Sterling at Peak's Island.
Cook. Augusta road.
ment
in
Gardiner.
•• • •
Says author of
Keeper Harry Smith of Two Bush
China polled a record vote with
Mrs. Eugene Genthner of Medomak
Perkins Island
results strongly Republican and dry. has been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Light, Mrs. Smith and son Roger of
"I AM THE FOX"
Greetings to you, after a two weeks Owl s Head and Mr. and Mrs. N. R.
Harlow Genthner.
1936 AtUr tic Prize Novel
vacation, the time being greatly en Elliott of South Portland called Mon
SPRUCE HEAD
Miss Bette David of Attleboro ls
Winifred Mayne Van Etten, who lays:
’'I'll never forget that call telling me
joyed In visiting several points of day on F. O. Hilt, also Keeper Myers
Miss Helen Meservey has returned guest of her grandparents, Mr. and
my Fox' had won the $10,000 prize.
interest. Alvah Light of Popham of Ram Island Ledge Light.
to Wellesley, Mass., where she has Mrs. Frank David.
I think of it whenever I'm telephon
ing, which is often. Living in a small
Beach substituted in our absence.
employment in Dana Hall. Wellesley
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Sterling enter
town. •* I do. the telephone is a con
One of the most interesting places tained Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow,
College, Miss Meservey visited her
necting nnk w ith friends everyw here.”
ROCKVILLE
we visited was the home of Mrs. Mary Sunday.
cousin Mrs. Charles Murphy in Wol
A volynfory, fret stofament
O'Connor. 41 Danforth street, Port
laston enroute
Mr. and Mrs Ed. Carroll and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harrington of
Mrs. Robert Von Dohlin (Alice and Mrs. Harry Bean of Warren were
land. The house is one of the first to Bangor called on F. O. Hilt Tues
Blaney) has returned to Cambridge. visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Na
be built In that city and was moved day.
Mass., after a week's visit with her thaniel Carroll's.
from Middle and Exchange streets to
Arthur Harlow of South Portland
aunt Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey.
Its present location. It is strikingly was dinner guest Thursday of R. T. j
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett, Mrs
Mrs. George Snow is at home after Inez Bronkie and Miss Jane Bronkie
furnished with antiques and enough
Sterling.
several months' employment in Wal attended the picnic Sunday of Ralph
stored away to furnish it again. One
Callers at the Hilt home Wednes
doboro at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary held at
of Henry Ford's representatives made
day were Misses Faustina and Leola
Damon
the cottage of Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Mrs. O'Connor a substantial offer for
Robinson. Miss Nannie H. Kenney of
Mrs. Frank Wall has returned Dick at Seven Tree Pond
some of her pieces of rare furniture,
St. George. Miss Harris of Thomaston
home from a week’s visit with rela
Evans Tolman after a serious illness
but she prefers to retain her valuable
and Mrs. Chester Moreshead of Port
possessions.
tives
in
Bucksport.
at
Knox Hospital for four weeks, is
AND UP
land. Miss Kinnej’ was guest over
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burch and regaining his former health and is
The house is nearly the same as
Your Old Range Taken in
night of her aunt Mrs. F. O. Hilt.
daughter Donna have returned home up and about.
when built. It still has the front
Exchange
Clyde V. Grant of Cape Elizabeth
Mtss Emma Brewster of Bedford,
from a short visit with Mr. and Mrs.
door
knocker,
large
lock
and
key
and
Atlantic Ranges are available in
Coast Guard Station was guest over
Mass
, is spending a short time with
Samuel
Haskell
in
Dover-Foxcroft.
the
same
black
ebony
door
knobs.
Black and AU Enamel Finishes
night Thursday of F. O. Hilt and
Mrs Arthur Thomas and Mrs Ern- her mother, Mrs Fannie Brewster
The
floors
remain
of
pumpkin
color,
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
family.
some of which have been covered.
During a brief stopover in Chicago, Gov. Alf M. Landon, Republican I est Thomas of Oakland are guests of who leaves soon to pass the winter
ir> California.
The woodwork is hard fluted and in
candidate for President, was stormed by young boys and girls eager to ) Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burton.
j?j '/ouci-j
Miss Josephine Tolman has em
Mrs. Stanley Simmons has returned
side blinds are on their original
shake his hand. Here he is besieged after leaving his train. During this
There ls society where
to a Boston hospital for further treat ployment at John Bird Co. in Rock
hinges. The house has a very narrow’ none Intrudes, by the
campaign swing Gov. Landon said: “A child reared in a hamlet or on a
17
land.
ment.
distant farm deserves the samr opportunities to receive an education and
mahogany stairway. This charming | deep sea. and music ln
TEL. 980
A fireman's practice was held Tues
Frank Wall was a business visitor
to develop as are given the hoy or girl who attends the most richly
S1S-S25 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
home is located at the beginning Lits roar. —Lord Byron
day afternoon.
47-tl
Friday in Rockland.
endowed school.”
of the Boston Post road which

Is Seen With the Continued

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Atlantic
RANGES

M9.50

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

Young America Eagerly Greets Landon

Every-Other-Day
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to Thursday Club this week, those at
Legal Notice
THE GARDEN CLUB
tending being Mrs. Weston Young,
AN ORDINANCE
Hard Coal Prices
Pocahontas $8.50
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Haskell have Mrs. Earl Risteen. Mrs. Edward T. Members At Autumn Meet
To repeal Section 3 of Chapter 46 of
the Revised Ordinances of the City of
returned to Deer Isle after a few days' Dornan, Mrs. Enoch Clark, Mrs.
Advance
Coke
11.00
Rockland.
ing Hear Fascinating Sto
Be lt Ordained by the City Council ot
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Libby. Oscar Crie. Mrs. Charles Smith and
the City of Rockland as foilows
First of
Wood
10.00
Miss Alice Tuttle, who is em Mrs. Orvel Williams. Prizes were
ries of Bird Life
Section 3 of Chapter 46 of the Revised
Ordinances
of the City of Rockland ls
-------ployed at the home of Mr. and Mrs. awarded Mrs. Young, Mrs. Risteen I
hereby repealed and the following sec
October
Hard Coal 14.50
The autumn meeting of the Gardea
tion to be known as Section 3 ls hereby
Frank D. F.iliot, is on a week's vaca and Mrs. Dornan
substituted therefor:
Mrs.
Inez
F
Skolfield
and
MLss
'
Club
was
held
Tuesday
at
the
Bok
tion.
Sec 3 No such License shall be granted
Land Lime, $7.75. Ground Limerock, $5.75
Home For Nurses, opening with a
for the storing and keeping of gasoline,
Miss Burrill is visiting Mr. and Anna B. French returned Tuesday
naptha or other Inflammable liquids on ,
group of songs delightfully rendered
any sidewalk, street, square, wharf or
Mrs. Foster Fales this week, after from Massachusetts where they have
Delivered in Knox County
by Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost
Mrs
other place within the limits of said ;
spending the summer in Massacu- been visiting relatives.
etty
unless
said
liquids
are
contained
ln
Frost chose for her numbers—"Love's
a steel tank, Installed ln such manner!
Mr. and Mrs James Fales. Jr. who j
setts.
as the municipal officers may prescribe; (
Sorrow" by Shelley; "I Shall Not
Miss Clara Spear entertained at a have been visiting their parents. Capt
nor ln any portion of any building, oc
Pass
This
Way
Again,
”
by
Essinger;
cupied In whole or ln part as a dwelling
TELEPHONE 84-2,
THOMASTON, ME.
supper party Tuesday night, her and Mrs. James Fales. and Mr. and j
house; nor on any floor of any building
and "Her Rose’ by Coombs. Mrs.
116*lt
above the street floor provided how- j
guests being Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Mrs. A. F. Wolf have returned to
ever, that license may be granted for,
Louise Orbeton spoke of the closing
Otis, of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Ray thelr heme in Beloit, Wisconsin.
the storing and keeping of gasoline. I
of the summer season and plans were ’
naptha, or other Inflammable llqutds
D. Piercy, of Nobleboro. Nathan Farln cellars, or on the street floor of any
completed for a party at Mountain
*
building not used as a dwelling house,
well. of Waldoboro, and Myles Wes
RAZORVILLE
♦
View Hall, for the benefit of the
as aforesaid; or ln any other safe and
ton.
I
suitable localities. In such quantities
Advertisements
tn
thia
column
not
to
Another saw mill has made its ap- j HosP‘tal Garden,
above ten gallons as the municipal of ixceed three llnea Inserted once for 25
I
A large delegation from Mayflower
who
heard
ficers
may
In
rach
case
determine,
when
—
«
»
♦
•
cents,
three
times
for
50
centa.
Addi

pearance in town—this one near HibMrs Allce Jameson'
the same shall be kept and contained ln tional lines five cents each for one time
Temple attended the District Con
Linwood White's talk on “Landscape
HAMILTON Beach electric hand clean
steel drums, securely closed
10 cents for three tlmea. Six words
vention at Friendship Temple. Py bert's Corner.
W. J SULLIVAN
er Practically new. Price rf-sonable 114
make a line.
Gardening." ln Camden gave an in
Trinity
Union
meets
Sunday
at
[
Broadway,
Tel 293-W___________ 115*117
The Committee on Engrossed Ordi
thian Sisters. Tuesday night includ
teresting report on "How to Plant
nances and Resolves have examined the
I| IRISH setter for sale, 7 months, fine
South
Jefferson.
w
ing Mrs. Blanche Wilson, Mrs. Mary
within Ordinance and find the same to
1 pedigree. 840 WALLACE WATTS. Ten
be truly and correctly engrossed
Mrs. Nettie Brann of Cooper's Mills Gardens."
ants Harbor.
115-120
Henry. Mrs. Dorothy Horsley, Mrs.
R. C. PERRY.
George
Babb,
guest
speaker,
of
the
was
a
recent
visitor
at
the
home
of
ONE new 31 ft.. 8'2 beam trunk cabin
M. M CONDON.
Gilbert Beattie. Mrs Carrie Wallace,
State Agricultural Department, was
pleasure or fishing Boat for sale No
Committee.
Mrs. Katherine Studley, Mrs. Grace her son, L. P Jones.
motor Price 1600 Half down, balance
City Council
introduced by Mrs Orbeton and took
Augusta
Ross
of
Union
passed
last
quarterly
payments. C. A WINCHEN
September
9,
1936
SILVER pin lost, with picture of
Andrews, Mrs. Dora Maxey, Mrs. Ada
Read and passed finally.
Napoleon ln center MRS. DUNBAR. 75 BACH & SONS. Waldoboro. Mr 116*127
weekend at Maud Howards. Together for bis topic "Bird Llfe' saying: “We
Attest:
Chadwick. Mrs. Ora Woodcock. Mrs.
Willow St._______________________ 115-117
TYPEWRITERS repaired, all makes, by
they made « trip to Augusta.
should protect the birds in Maine' as
E. R KEENE.
RED Bliss potatoes wanted. Give price. factory trained mechanics Royals for
Reddington Robbins and Mr. and
City
Clerk
J
sale
and to let, best prices on supplies.
Edith Overlock visited Sunday in t tbe^ ta^e care
a great many inSeptember 9. 1936 Address. A S. T Glenmere.______ 116’lt ' ROYAL TYPEWRITER SALESSERYKE.
Mrs. Anson Pryor.
Union.
■ soots. Man is the worst enemy of
Approved
CAMEO pin lost, reward. Tel 356-W
Mrs. Walter Maxey and daughter,
L. A. THURSTON.
__________________ _______________116-118 81 Union Street. City. Tel. 142. 116*118
Mrs. Nellie Hannan was hostess last ' blrd^' burning over vines in the
•»
Mayor
ELECTRIC pump for sale ln good
.
PAIR of glasses In black case lost In
who were at their old home at the Saturday to Belfast relatives.
Katharine Hepburn as Mary, and Fredric March as the Earl of Bothwell
110-8-118
i spring, after they have built their
city, probably between Limerock and condition Heavy duty motor. Price $20.
West End the past month, have re
Tel. 425-2. MRS RICHARD DYER. Cres
—
her
steadfast
protector
whom
she
married
—
to
their
mutual
undoing
—
as
STATEMENT
OF
THE
OWNERSHIP,
I
Elm
Sts
,
Tuesday
Return
to
CourterA. E. Johnston and Mr. Hunter of I nests and destroying not only the
116-118
MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC.. I Gazette.
116*118 cent Beach
turned to Canada.
Rockland were in this vicinity recent nests but the eggs and young birds seen in RKO Radio's “Mary of Scotland." This, the flrst time that these
REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON- (
16 Draft horses lor sale, also two
PURSE lost ln Rockland poet office
Mrs. Edwin Anderson went to ly on business.
GRESS
OF
AUGUST
24.
1912,
OF
two
renowned
players
have
appeared
together,
is
made
more
important
by
the
Ponies
C
M
BURGESS.
Union.
Tel
6-4.
as well. Farmers also cut a great
containing key.money and operator's
THE COURIER-GAZETTE. PUBLISHED license Reward lf returned to MAR
116-118
Portland Tuesday for a few days'
superb
quality
of
their
dramatic
vehicle
from
Maxwell
Anderson's
stage
play,
deal
of
underbrush
which
might
EVERY
TUESDAY.
THURSDAY
AND
Mrs. Minnie Rowe and aunt, Maud
FORD sedan In fine condition for sale,
SATURDAY AT ROCKLAND. MAINE. GARET ALBEE. 97 Union fit., Rockland
visit with Mrs. Corinne Stone.
115-117 special price for quick sale RALPH
Howard, were supper guests Thurs have been left, driving away birds a hit of the first order when presented by the Theatre Guild. John Ford
POR OCTOBER 1, 1936.
NOTICE ls hereby given of the lues of AYSa^S, 35 Gleason St . Thomaston.
which are of the most valuable assist- j directed the picture, produced by Pandro S. Berman.—adv.
Btate of Maine. County of Knox. SS
day at Bdith Overlock's
a
110*8-116
Before me. a Notary Public ln and for deposit book number 12622 and the own
ance.
'
Mr.
Babb
spoke
of
cats
be1
V.
Cummings
is
building
a
mam

er
of said book asks for duplicate ln ac
RIPE tomatoes for canning. 90c bu.,
the State and county aforesaid, personMrs. Josephine Stone and son For
live staff, to address the convention. »lly appeared F. A. Winslow, who having cordance with the provisions of the State off shapes, 70c bu Turn left at Rock
ing another enemy and suggested that
HELD IN DENVER
est motored recently to Lewiston ac moth hen house on his property.
duly sworn according to law deposes Law SECURITY TRUST CO . Rockland. port bridge CHATERS GARDENS. Cam
Senator Frederick W. Steiwer ol been
bells
be
attached
to
them.
«
and says that he Ls the Associate Editor of Maine. ENSION OTIS. Receiver
den
|116*118
Richard
Loomis
has
resumed
his
companied by Miss Elizabeth Wood
113-8-119
The Courier-Gazette, and that the fol
By
means
of
stereoscopic
views
the
FOX Terrier pups for sale, two months
Annual
Encampment
of
the
Ore
*°
n
ke
>
n
°
u
speaker
at
the
*
a
'
studies
at
Bates
as
second
year
stu

lowing
ls.
to
the
best
of
hls
knowledge
cock. who will resume her studies at
BIDS wanted on 75 cords of green hard old. Price reasonable MRS. WALKER
v r w
"Ll
£
tional Republican Convention, deliv- and belief, a true statement of the cord
terrible devastation of the corn borer
dent.
wood. J B PAUU3EN. Tel 84-2. AMES. North Haven.
1^6*124
Bates College.
ownership, management, the circulation,
V,
F.
W.
In
Heart
of
the
ered
one
O
f
t
jj
e
principal
addresses.
Thomaaton.
115*lt
etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
J. Sabin Clark and sons of Read- and tent caterpillar was shown. Other
BEGIN the first day Oct. buying cider
Mrs. Marie B. Singer is at home
date
shown
ln
the
above
caption,
re

apples. Want all I can get. sound and
Friendly West”
which was warmly received and ap- quired by the Act of August 24. 1912.
views were shown of bugs, insects and
after visiting her sister. Miss Mabelle field were recent guests of his mother,
clean. 25c per hundred lbs. Grind every
embodied ln section 443. Postal Laws and * ■
-------------i predated.
beetles
attacks
upon
gardens
and
Mrs.
Carrie
Clark.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed.
day for public. Delicious sweet cider
I
Brown, in Portsmouth.
will be on sale. I am the only man to
The annual encampment of the Vet- , Buffalo, N. Y„ was unanimously Regulations.
1. That the names and addresses of ♦
Grinnell called Sunday at the Clark trees. “Debris should be cleared away
buy
ycur apples, so buy your vinegar of
Woodrow Wilson, who was at
WANTED
the publisher and editor are: Publisher,
me. 20 cents Cider bbls. 50 cents.
home, also Mae Robbins of East each fall and burned" said Mr Babb. erans of Foreign Wars recently held chosen for the 1937 National Encamp- The Courier-Gazette. Rockland. Me ♦
home the past month because of ill
SIMONTON. Rockville____________ 116*lt
W O. Fuller. Rockland. Me * '
Union and Mrs. Fountain.
"And birds encouraged to nest about in Denver. Col., known as "the hear; ment The VF.W. elected as its Na- Editor.
ness, went Wednesday to New York
Runner ducks. 9 Toulouse geese.
of the friendly West." created much Uonal commander-in-Chief Bernard Associate
^clMe Editor. F. A. Winslow. RockGIRL wanted for general housework 3 FIVE
our houses and grounds."
Muscouy ducks, and 20 light Brahma
city, where he will join the S. S.
enthusiasm
nationally
as
one
of
the
w
K
earnev
of
Gloversville.
N.
Y.;
2
That
the owners are The courier- and care of children apply at 6 Brook roosters <$50) H P. PARSONS. North
Pictures were shown of birds, in
side Ave., Camden. Maine
115-117 Haven. Me___________ 115*117
TENANT'S HARBOR
Mexican.
p squires of Oklahoma City. | holders owning, or holding 1 per cent or
cluding the beautiful humming bird, greatest patriotic organizations in
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button machine Rhinestones at
his mother. Mrs. Alfred P. Chapman.
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hen.-tltchtng plcot and pinking Metal Thomaston
white-throated sparrow, its voice be
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in the colorful parade before a gal
edging reasonable Make your old dress
guest for a week, returned Wednes
Ralph Genthner and children, Nellie j11 became jammed b^een two Ice look like new MRS YORK. Pleasant
FIVE-room first floor apt . to let at
ing of high pitch and very clear.
lery of over 300,000. Bands, drum
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FIVE-room tenement to let upstairs;
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115*117 paid HERBERT
Services at the Baptist Church
BARTER Tel. 611-W or
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LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock 1017-J.
116-tf
but the male stands guard to see that ;
Qf the
ReserVfi Corps Willey.
Sunday will be on standard time: At
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
FURNISHED house to let. 6 rooms,
no enemies approach. The Ameri and uniformed High School cadets,
Mrs' Austin and children who have l the Massachusetts Radio School and solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
9:45 a. m. Bible School; morning
115-117
105-tf bath, garage. 11 Birch street
can goldfinch, unlike most birds, build numbered 2400 men.
h**" at a
Island cottage, re- J Milton Beverage at the Suffolk Law
preaching service at 11; pastor's
PARK Street Grill to let. completely
The Second Engineers from Fort! turned Monday to Philadelphia.
! Sch°o1their nests in dugouts. “There are
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furnished. 88 a week. V. F- STUDLEY.
topic, "Who Hath Despised the Day
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U. S District Court. Maine District
birds for all purposes" concluded Mr. Lcgan and the infantry tank and mo- J Miss Louise Shuman went Sunday j Vernon L. Beverage was a Lockland
of Small Things?" The music will be
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the
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lights,
at
Ingraham
HUI
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34
appropriate to Rally Day. and will
torized artillery’ units of the Colorado
home of her sister, Mrs. Eva visitor Thursday.
Court of the United States for the Dls- Main St . Thomaston. MARTIN LEON
insects, are eaten by some variety of National Guard were also marching; . Hanson.
The Church School convenes Sun rlct of Maine, notice ls hereby given, ARD
include the anthem. "Oh, Pray for
115*117
birds, which make them indispensable 1100 members of patriotic societies, j Almore Osier is a surgical patient day for its first session. All teachers that Jerome C. Burrows of Rockland, ln
the Peace of Jerusalem," Knox, solo
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
said District, haa applied for admission
around our gardens and orchards." the American Legion, disabled War ' at Damariscotta Memorial Hospital. and pupils are urged to be present as an attorney and counselor of said modern, at 48 Grace St Tel. 133.
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by Raymond K Oreen; anthem. "All
FURNISHED house to let, furnace,
“Bird houses and bird baths should Veterans cf America and the G A R j Mrs' The°dore McLain and daugh- ' promptly at 10 o'clock. Lesson papers District Court
Is Well," Scott; service at 7, subject,
lights, garage tf needed. MRS A J.
JOHN F KNOWLTON.
be built on trees, on which the birds i joined in the parade. The Auxiliary ■ ^r' Rauline. are visiting Mrs. Me- 1 will be distributed. The Friendly
114-116
Clerk. CROCKETT. 38 Rankin St.
“Is There Balm In Gilead?"
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FURNISHED apartment at 80 Pleasant
may light. Mr. Babb s subjectwith had 12-Q women mar:hers, many of ! Lain s sister in South Hiram.
Bible Class will take up an interestMiss Dorothy L. Starrett returned
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trict of Maine, notice ls hereby given,
Mrs. Fred Webber, is boarding at,
Frank A. Tirrell. Jr., of Rockland,
THREE furnished rooms for light house
ner Beverage will talk on “Trees.”
j for Christ.” Evening service at 7.30 that
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
cycle. The unit was sent to the con- i
tn said District, has applied for admis keeping to let with private bath. Apply
114-tf
sion as an attorney and counselor of 65 North Main St.
i with messages from many sources.
vention by Gov. Henry Horner at his
One Fourth la Taxes
Barlowe for the winter. Mr. Webber
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small store to let. at 17 Water St 114-116
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Miss Elsie Janis, the A.EF. sweet
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot entertained at
Mrs. Adelaide Lewis Smith
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by
the
Roosevelt
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Mrs. Addie Noyes and daughter heart actress, flew to Denver to en
478 Old County Rd CLARA KEI.SEY
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The remains of Mrs. Adelaide
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who have been guests of her sister, tertain the VF.W. in convention
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Most of it is in the form uf hidden Smith were brought here Thursday
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Washington, D. C.
boys in France. Miss Janis was greet
! Cemetery. Mrs. Smith died at her j *
Rockland, Miss Ruth Blodgett, of
Found It Profitable
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______________ _________111-tf
Mrs. Laura Davis of Rockland re ed by a large throng of veterans at
For not producing hogs nineteen i home in Attleboro, Mass., Monday
Beach Bluff, Mass., and Thomaston,
APARTMENT*to let. 4 rooms bath;
furnished apt.. 3 rooms, toilet. 12 Knox
persons received New Deal govern ' after a brief illness. She was born in
cently visited her sister, Mrs. Lizzie the airport.
Mrs. Lee W. Walker, Mrs. Charles
AT Public Landing, for sale or to let, St , Tel. 156-W.___________________ m-tf
ment checks in excess of $10,000
Thompson.
Gov. Harold G. Hoffman of New
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the
Lewis
homestead
here
Sept.
26,
1 about acre of wharfage and space and
Singer, Miss Margaret Jordan Miss
APARTMENT to iet at corner of
each, and one concern got $150,000,
iBsn hi.t
i- i 1 including former Curtiss Wright build5.n<! ,Grove Sts. Very reasonable.
Luther Wotton and Llewellyn Oliver Jersey also flew to Denver, accom
Anna Dillingham and Miss Ardelle
1858. but for the past 33 years had Ing and railway. I. L. SNOW co.. Agents MRS LEOLA
and it was not engaged in farming
ROSE. 100 Union St. 105-tf
67-81-tf
panied by 13 members of his execuresided in Attleboro.
were Rockland visitors Wednesday.
at all.
Maxey, all of this town.
THIRTY-EIGHT foot cabin Cruiser for
SIXTY acr6 wood lot for sale, formerly hire at anytime for sailing or fishing
An active woman in spite of lameServices Sunday at the Federated
Mrs. Hattie Wotton and Mrs. Ida
SHIBLES lot ln Cushing OEORGE E. call FLYE'S GARAGE.
n>5-tf
ness caused by a bro!:;i hip ten years LERMOND. RP.D. No. 1. Thomaston.
Church, will te on standard time and
Wotton were in Cushing and called
SMALL apartment now available.
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1
1 ago, she was a memfcir and took a ------------------------------------ -- ----- ---- .
A. H. JONES, 5 Talbot Ave. Tel
begin at 9:45 with Sunday School;
on Mrs. Frank Flinton recently.
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_____________
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Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller and
Gorham Normal School.
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Anything
From a
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Mr. and Mrs. Alfred P Chapman,
.___ .
.
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853-13. or inquire R. 8. SPEAR. Spruce
dren, she is survived by a daughter Head.
82-tf
Buy a supply new!
Needle to an Anchor.
and Mrs. Clayton Oliver recently.
accompanied by his .mother, Mrs.
Miss
Helen
Young
and
a
son,
Ralph
Mrs. Nancy Rogers of Portland is
Mary Chapman, who has been at the ,
« NORTH STATION
What Do You Want
H. Smith of Cheyenne, Wyoming.
THfe
with her daughter. Mrs. Granville
GLEN COVE
home of Frank Beverage for some |
$TEP-/r«»ye»e TRAIN- tyyeve ROOM*
Funeral services were held in At
Brow.
time, and his brother, John Donnell,
to Sell ?
tleboro. Prayer at the grave was of
Scott Carter, boat builder, has a
Stanley B. Gregory will observe
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fered
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of
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contract
to
build
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large
craft
and
is
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Mon

motor for New York city.
local church.
day.
obliged to enlarge his boat shop.
Mrs. Edwin F. Lynch was hostess
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Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Edwards
j who have been spending the summer
; at Ash Point, leave Monday for their
j winter home in Birmingham. Mich.
I They will be accompanied by Mrs.
I Edwards' mother, Mrs. Emi'v Abbott,
who celebrated her 100th birthday at
Ash Point recently.
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EALM OF

Announces
The Opening Of Her New
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MILLINERY SHOP

iy Gladys Sl. Clair Heistad

Deems Taylor, American composer,[Barbara. Calif. Mr. Gridley, who was
critic and journalist, has been ap- J 45 years of age, had been spending
pointed Consultant on Music for thc the summer in California, and enterColumbia Broadcasting System. Ver- j ed the hospital three weeks previous
satile and talented in many fields.1 to his death after suffering a heart
Mrs Flora Fernald of Birch street
with a profound knowledge of music I attack. Those who heard Mr. GridThe Rockport Farm Bureau will pntertained Chummy Club this week.
and the tastes of the American ley in the Bangor concert were
meet with Mrs. Hester Chase, • at Honors in bridge went to Mrs. E. W.
j public, Taylor brings to his new post charmed with his friendly man
Chase Farm, Beech Hill Summit, for Freeman and Mrs. H. R. Mullen.
many qualities of progressive leader ner and much gratified with his fine
an all day session Tuesday.
ship. He will advise* and assist voice so intelligently used. Mr. GridOeorge A. Nash of Winterport has
Columbia's program department in ley had won particular acclaim in
Mrs. Bernice Freeman has been at been visiting his former Roekland
coordinating its schedule of serious oratorio, and was regular soloist at
Perry's Park street market the past home in this city.
music during the 1936-37 season, and ] the Riverside Church, in New York
two weeks during the vacation of Mrs.
I In presenting under the most favor City. He is survived by his wife and
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Gregor; are
Crockett.
able conditions the great variety of three sons.
home from Ohio where they visited
symphonic, choral, vocal, and instru
• • • •
Mrs. Florence Philbrook and Mrs their son Robert. A trip to Montreal
mental features.
Edith Bachelder were hostesses to was made enroute.
The Canadian Catholic Churches
Commenting upon his appoint have banned thc strains of the Wed
the E.FA. Club at the Philbrook cot
ment. Taylor said: "Fifteen years ago
E.F.A. Club ate picnic supper Wed
tage, Holiday Beach, Wednesday. A
ding March from "Lohengrin" ac
America was looked upon by the rest cording to a pastoral letter read by
delicious picnic dinner was followed nesday at Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook's
When a lady meets a sailor, love traditionally blooms. Maybe that's why of the world as a musical desert, a
by bridge, honors being won by Mrs. cottage. Holiday Beach. Mrs. A R
Archbishop Forbes at Ottawa on
the new Park Theatre eomedv about gobs and girls is titled "Lady Be Careful.” country that paid fabulous fees to
Annie Collamore. Mrs. Adelaide But Bachelder was co-hostess. Mrs. Fred
Sept. 20. Many other familiar and
Anyhow, here's Mary Carlisle demonstrating the proper reaction to Sailor European musical artists but that
man, Mrs. Orace Rollins and Mrs. Collamore, Mrs. Adelaide Butman
hitherto approved musical composi
Lew Ayres in a scene from the film, which is scheduled for Monday and had no real appreciation of serious
Mrs. Grace Rollins and Mrs Charles
Annie Morton.
tions were also banned, the reason
Tuesday.—adv.
music. Today, one of the most being that the church desires to re
Morton were the card-winners.
striking phenomena of American turn to the exclusive use*of the
Mr. and Mrs. William Sansom will
Mr and Mrs. Percy Morris who left
T.&E. Club had luncheon and
civilization is our ever-widening in Gregorian chant and Gregorian
VINALHAVEN LIONS
leave Sunday for Moose River, Moose
sewing Wednesday at the home of Portland three weeks ago for Los
terest in the best that music has to
head Lake for a few days’ vacation.
Angeles, had arrived at Salt
fine Qub Has Been Or- offer. This interest, this growing music. On the banned list appeared:
Mrs. Harry Brown.
“Ave Maria" by Gounod. Mascagni,
Lake City according to letters re
Members of the Chapin Class met
ganized In Granite Town importance of music in our daily Massenet, Schubert, Rosewig or LamMrs. Maynard Greenlaw of North ceived by Mrs. Morris’ sister. Mrs.
at the summer home of Dr. and Mrs.
lives, is, in my opinion, directly trace bilotte; “O Promise Me" by DeKoven;
Across the Bay
John Smith Lowe at Round Pond Haven is the guest of friends ln this Frank R. Blackington of this city.
able to radio. The radio has be “O Canada", Canada's national I
Wednesday night, the party being a city for a few days.
come, and will remain, music's most hymn; and "God Save the King",
Through the efforts of Paul DanMiss Carroll Macy and Miss Mary
surprise for Dr. Lowe:. Picnic sup
important medium of transmission, anthem of the British Empire; “O
Edwin
Edwards,
Jr.
went
Wednes

Moffitt
have
closed
their
summer
forth,
a national organizer, a Lions ; an(J nQ musician can afford nQt
per was followed by an evening of
day to Lewiston where he will enter home at Ash Point and returned to clui} has becn organized at Vinal-1 take it with the utmost seriousness.” Holy Night" by Adam; “Nazareth",
games, conversation and “work."
by Gounod; “Hosanna" by Granier;
upon his second year at Bates College. New Rochelle, N. Y.
haven, composed of men who have
Although most widely known for
“The Palms" by Fa ure; “All Praise to
A meeting of the Arts and Crafts
a prominent share in the town s af- ^is (W0 successful operas commis- St. Patrick"; Schumbcrt's "Farewell;" j
Chief
Operator
Miss
Ruth
Ander

Society will be held at the WhatMrs. Evelyn Spencer of Lafayette. fairs and who are certain to make Ssioned
ioned by
by the
the Metropolitan.
Metropolitan. "The
__
son and Miss Madeline Hanscom re
Mendelssohn's "Wedding March” j
Not Shop Monday night at 7.
R. I. underwent a surgical oDearation the new organization a strong factor j Kings Henchman,” the libretto by
turn to the local telephone office at Knox Hospital this week. Her
from
"Midsummer Night's Dream ".
the communlty.
I Edna Sl vincent Mlllay> and
At the afternoon party given Wed Monday after two weeks' vacation, husband. Rev. L. W. Spencer is in
• • e •
following is the membership roster: ibbetson," Deems Taylor has probnesday by the auxiliary to Anderson Mrs. Mary Small and Miss Alice the city meantime.
It is of local interest to know that
I. G. Calderwood, president; D. H abjv done more to present music in
Camp. S.U.V. there were three tables Hodgkins will enter upon their vaca
Daggett, vice president; E. G. Carver simple and understandable terms to William Harms, eminent young
tions
at
this
time.
Prof
Harry
T.
Baker,
who
has
been
,
of cards, honors going to Mrs. Ka
treasurer; Albert Carver, secretary; j people in all walks of life than any pianist, has purchased a summer
having six months' vacation at his
trina Bohm. Mrs. John Thompson.
C. C. Webster and E. L. Glidden other American. He has continually home in Rockport, the so-called
Young
people
of
Littlefield
Memo

Rockland home, leaves Sunday for i
Mrs Nellie Achorn and Miss Nellie
directors; O. V. Drew, tail twister; combined his career as a composer George Wentworth house, and will
Cunningham. Mrs. Mae Reed was rial Church, who have received invi Baltimore, where he is a member of
L. B. Dyer. W. E. Lincoln, L. W. San- with conspicuous activities in other have his studio there and conduct a
tation
to
the
Old
Time
Schoolday
the faculty of Goucher College.
I
hostess.
[ bom. Dr. J. A. Avrack. F. F. Ames fields. For a time he worked as piano school. Mr. Harms was one of
party to be held in the vestry, will
I Laroy Coombs, Keith Carver, A. A editor of the Western Electric News. the first Curtis musicians to come to
notice
that
the
date
has
been
changed
John Sansom recently entertained
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Bass, with Mr.
Peterson, Donald Poole, A P. Roberts. He went to France in 1916 as war cor this section, and Rockport feels very
a family party at his farm in South to Monday night at 7.30.
and Mrs. C. A. Hamilton have arrived
Fred
Jones. E. C. McIntosh, G. C respondent for the New York happy to have him establish a per
Waldoboro, it being an all day outing
from Springfield, Mass, to occupy the
j Peaslee and A. F. Creed. The club Tribune. Later he became assistant manent summer residence in that
Cleveland Sleeper. Jr. and Alan L.
with picnic dinner and supper. The
Kendall Bass cottage at Holiday
j was organized Thursday night and editor of Collier's, music critic of the town.
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bird who were elected Representa Beach for the month of October.
tives
to
Legislature,
have
already
en

is sponsored by the Stonington Club New York World, editor of "Musical
• • • •
Smith, and Mrs Marjorie Johnson
Miss Flora Colson has gone to BosCharter night will be held Oct. 6 America." and occupied an advisory
and son Richard of Bath, Mr. and gaged quarters at the Augusta House.
In the September issue of the
Mrs. William Sansom, Edward San Rockland is going to be very much ton wjlere she beginning her senior which will also be ladies' night. Lions position on radio and music with a Musical Courier in the vacation pic
on
the
map
at
the
State
Capital
the
j
year
at
Boston
University,
College
of
[
f
rotn
Camden,
and
Rockland
also
will
number of prominent firms.
som. Miss Sarah Sansom and Mr. and
ture section appear pictures of Shura
coming winter.
be invited.
j Liberal Arts.
Incidentally, Taylor is an expert Cherkassky, taken in front of his
Mrs. Thomas Anastasio.
carpenter, bricklayer, cook, amateur house in Rockport where he spent
Starting next Sunday Strand The
CASH PRIZE CONTEST
Mr. and Mrs. George St. Clair will
Glover Class recently held a gath
architect, and able translator of the summer, and of Ezra Rachlin. alatre will go back on standard time be in Portland for the week, Mr. St.
ering at the St. Clair cottage. Cres
French,
German and Italian songs, so a Rockport summer resident. Mr.
American Oil Co. Offering Extraor
and its schedule of shows will be as Clair serving on the petite jury.
cent Beach, for the purpose of getting
Slim and smiling, with a high fore Rachlin begins his season's activi
dinary
Prizes
For
Election
Forecast
follows: Matinee, 2; nights, 6 30 and
reports on the "paint fund." Picnic
head and twinkling eyes behind hom- ties with his recital at Town hall,
8 30. Continuous Saturday 2 to 10.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Brazier have
supper was served to 29 members,
Join the I rimmed glasses, he offers stimulating New York, on Oct. 31, with many
In
connection
with
its
returned from Kokadjo, where they
the evening being spent with a "siag"
Frank H. Ingraham, in connection have been vacationing at Sherman's 'American' Party” campaign, the ideas and observations with a dis other orchestral and recital engage
and social diversions.
American Oil Company has insti arming informality that has had ments to follow.
with the Baptist Men's League | Sporting Camps at Lyford Lake.
tuted an interesting $10000 cash prize much to do with hls position of au
"Steamboat Night," is hoping that1
Mrs. Gardner French was hostess to some of the readers of The Courierthority in the music world.
E1Ue AUen Corner
of the contest.
THE EQUATORIAL HORROR
W I N. Club for supper and cards at Gazette may express their views as Danc(? An types Qf stage and bftU.
The first prize is $2500. and there
the Feeney cottage. Ingraham Hill
Recognizing that increasing num
to what have been the most sea- r00m dancing. Class lessons 50c; pri- are 563 other cash prizes. In order
Thursdaj' night. Each member fur worthy boats, the fastest steamers., VJde ]essons 5100 School is always to become eligible, entrants must bers of talented students are con \ ampire Bat Still Claims Its Victims
Down In French Guiana
nished a prize, the outing proving one the best built and staunchest craft,
make a forecast as to how the 48 stantly entering college with a musi
open
for
enrollment;
22
Brewster
St.,
of the most enjoyable of the sum and it would be especially Interesting Tp, 6-0 Rockiand. Maine,
States will vote in the forthcoming cal technique acquired through much
112tf
The vampire bat, eerie attacker
mer season.
Presidential election. In addition, a industry and expense, the University
tc have similar articles to that writ- |
once
thought to be an incarnation
of
Maine
believes
that
it
is
under
an
slogan
with
a
political
touch
to
it
is
ten by F. H. Winslow, of Vinalhaven. ‘
KNITTING WOOLS
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore have
At attractive prices. required.
obligation to provide opportunity for of the hapless living dead, still flies
regarding the "Steamboat War” on!
Samples free with new
gone to Kittery to reside. Mr Moore
Full details of the contest are in a maintenance and development of by night—the horror of the equatorial
fall hints. Visit our shop
the Vinalhaven route, the one on the
being employed by the government
—open daily.
cluded
in official contest blanks this performing skill, both instru bush. It drinks the blood from
Bucksport-Camden route and any
THOMAS HODGSON
there.
which must be obtained from Ameri mental and vocal. There should not
others.
& SONS, Inc.
sleeping man cr beast.
Concord Worsted Mills can Oil Company dealer and com be a break in the musical life of the
Mr and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard and
CONCORD, N. II.
The rat-like flying demon is found
The following features will be pre
youth of today. Students should not
109-126 pany station.
son Richard, Capt. and Mrs. J. A.
sented at Strand Theatre next week:
obliged' to discontinue applied mainly in rural districts and the
Stevens and daughter Catherine, Mr
Sunday. Monday, Tuesday, "Mary of
study upon entrance to college. An bush, that is, the jungle. But some
and Mrs. George St. Clair and Mr
Scotland." with Katharine Hepburn
affiliation has. therefore been ar times it turns its attention to the
and Mrs. Fred Leach and daughter
MONDAY-TUESDAY
and Fredric March; Wednesday and
ranged with the Northern Conserva towns.
Virginia leave today for a weekend
Thursday, “Girl's Dormitory,” with
tory of Music in Bangor to provide an
at the Austin St. Clair cottage at
It would have interested the late
Herbert Marshall and Simone Simon;
opportunity for applied music study.
Higgins Beach.
©ram
Stoker, who frightened the
Friday and Saturday, "Pepper," with
The introduction of applied musical
world with hLs Balkan vampire story:
Jane
Withers.
instruction is not to make profession
Tlie Scribblers Club will be enter
“Dracula."’
al musicians, but to create a broader
tained Monday afternoon by Mrs. E.
Thc vampire, despite hLs large size
Something
besides
bridge
was
dis

musical horizon and a greater civic
M Lawrence at her home in Rock
and
the cutting operation he must [
cussed at this week's meeting of the
usefulness in the Individual.
port.
perform, works so skillfully he does i
Tuesday Club and that was the silver
The Northern Conservatory of
not awaken his victim.
Mrs. Arthur S. Littlefield has re wedding anniversary of the hostess,
Music was established in 1929 and is
With his wings he softly fans and
turned from a week's visit with her Mrs. Walter C. Ladd. She was the
located in Symphony House, Bangor's
soothes the spot to be attacked. Then
brother, William L. Weymouth, in recipient of many nice gifts.
notable and unique music center. It he makes a swift, painless incision
Springfield, Vt.
has high artistic and educational with teeth as sharp as a surgeon's j
Ruth, 12 year old daughter of Pa
Standards, an able and experienced scalpel. A secretion from his mouth j
The Sons of Union Veterans Aux trolman Forrest Hatch, was rushed to
faculty, and a comprehensive pro prevents coagulation of the blood, it,
iliary will hold a public beano party Knox Hospital Thursday where she
gram of instruction. It possesses ls said, and allows it to flow freely. |
Tuesday evening at the home of Mrs. underwent an emergency operation
most excellent facilities and equip
Such an attack will kill a small
Elizabeth Barton, 20 Orange street. for appendicitis.
ment, including a modern electric- child, and might be fatal to a grown I
action pipe organ.
Instruction person. A victim also might be in
Daylight saving ends for this year
Allan J. Russell of Trenton, N. J„
through
this
institution
is
available fected with disease.
at 2 a. m. Sunday and the usual ar and Henry McGrath of Boston are
to University students in piano,
Men working working in the bush
gument about how to change the guests of Miss Alice Colber Owl's
violin, organ, voice, and the various are being attacked constantly at
timepiece is in order, says the Boston Head.
orchestral instruments, also in Ins night by these creatures. The bush Globe. Remember NOT to turn the
trumental and vocal ensemble. The man sleeps under a net. but almort
Mr. and Mrs. Murray T. Whalen of
hour hand back 60 minutes, because
Music Branch of the Bangor Public invariably during the night will push
that is bad for the mechanism. The Center street are gradually recover
Library is located in Symphony House an arm or a foot up against It. The
best way is to stop clocks or watches ing from the surprise they experi
and is available to University stu bat can operate through the net
enced
Wednesday
night
when
a
party
for an hour before turning in tomor
dents. Adelbert Wells Sprague, well without trouble.
row night, or at 2 Sunday morning of enthusiastic friends descended
known to local music devotees, is
if one is awake at that hour. Then upon them unannounced for a house 
head of thc department of music.
start them again and they will indi warming. The visitors bore food and
Vinalhaven & Rockland
University of Maine, and A Stanley
cate the correct Eastern Standard presents, the happy recipients * of
Steamboat Co.
Cayting is director of the Northern
time to which we are returning Sun which had a busy time acknowledg
CHANGE
OF TIME
Conservatory of Music.
day. The next best thing is to turn ing the kind and thoughtful acts.
An
admiring
inspection
of
thc
Wha

Effective
September
16, 1936
the hour hand ahead 11 hours. Don’t
Don Gridley, tenor, who was fea
Subject To Change Without Notice
lens’ new home was made and games
turn it back.
with LEW AYRES
Daily Except Sunday
tured in an Fasten Maine Music
were in order. Thc self-invited but
VINALHAVEN LINE
Festival
concert
two
years
ago,
died
STEAMER;
doubly welcome guests were Miss
MARY CARLISLE
Leaves Vinalhaven at 8.00 A. M., ar
on Sept. 6 at a hospital in Santa
COMPARE THIS SCHOOL
Gladys Grant, Miss Edna Gregory,
Larry Crabbe • Benny Baker
riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Return
And you'll chaose Hub Academy for
Mrs.
Evelyn
Sherman,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
,
ing,
leaves Rockland at 2.45 P. M., ar
this profession; aggressive employ
•
Grant Withers
•
riving at Vinalhaven at 4.00 P. M.
ment department to place graduatss,
Archie W. Bowley, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
12 large classrooms, faculty of pro
IS EPILEPSY INHERITED?
TODAY
liam W. Gregory, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
fessional lecturers; all day practice
STEAMER:
ROBERT
KENT
in
CAN
IT
BE
CURED?
on customers; fully equipped kit
Leaves Swans Island at 5.30 A. M.,
P. Bickmore. Miss Ruth Gregory. Miss
given, absolutely free, for a limited
“KING OF THE
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30; due
A booklet containing the opinions of famous
time only; write for booklet.
Grace Clancy, Miss Alice Clancy,
at Rockland about 8.45 A. M. Return
ROYAL MOUNTED"
doctors on this interesting subject will be
ing, leaves Rockland at 2.15 I*. M., North
HUB ACADEMY
Robert Pendleton, Earle Bickmore,
sent FREE, while they last, to any reader
Haven 3.30, Stonington 4.45; due at
Of Hair and Beauty Culture
TEL. 409
Shows:
2.00,
6.30,
8.30
writing
to
the
Educational
Division,
551
Kenneth Mignault of Rockland, and
Swan's Island about 6.00 P. M.
161 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston
Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y., Dept.
112-tf
Approved by State of Maine
Leroy Allen, of Camden.

AT THE COPPER KETTLE
Post Office Square

HATS FOR MATRON OR MISS
All Moderately Priced
116’lt

THE UTTLE AD THAT SAVES

g

CHILDREN’S BATH ROBES
$1.00 and $1.25
LADIES’ ROBES
$1.50 and up
Warm, Comfortable, Handsome
See Our South Window

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

I

V. F. STUDLEY’S
ALL TIME LOW PRICES
All Goods Marked Plainly at the Vary Lowest We Cau Sell Them

For
It Will Pay You to Telephone or Call and Get My Prices as I Fear
No Competition
One Call Means Another Customer
Take Notice of the ENAMEL RANGE for $59.00

V. F. STUDLEY
283 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
Her Throne

and a

Thousand

lives the Price of a Great Humor

love I
The story of a
woman** war
that made the

Directed by

JOHN

NOW
PLAYING

FOIO

“FD GIVE MY LIFE” with
SIR GUY STANDING, FRANCES DRAKE
Phone 892
Matinee 2.00; Eves. 6.30
8.30. Cont. Sat. 2-10.30
Standard Time

COMING NEXT WEEK

‘THE GREAT ZIEGFELD”

Every-Other-Day
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What is Y)ur America
*

all About?
YOU ARE A
STOCKHOLDER IN
THE UNITED STATES, INC.’’

You probably^ know^ every single fact in this adver
tisement. But each one is so simple and obvious that
you may never think of it as concerning you every day
At"!O YOU, PERSONALLY, no more imporI

tant facts than these have ever been
written. They reach right down into the

life. All are important . . . worth keeping. But
among the first causes come the ways we invest
our time and money.

very roots of your own life.. .and your family’s

How a Business Starts

...and your future. To everyone they are as

deep, as abiding, as encompassing as hunger,
love, religion.

★ ★ ★
Our American plan of living is simple. Its ideal
is the greatest good for the greatest number—and
it works. You, and every one of your mere than
127,000,000 fellow citizens, are members of a firm.
No matter whether you area doctor,lawyer,mer
chant, farmer, clerk or machinist . . . you —
whether you know it or not — are a part owner
of the United States, Inc.
Proof? Income tax figures show 85% of our na
tional income goes to those of us who work for
a living. And most of the remaining 15% goes to
those who invest savings.
Our American plan of living is pleasant. You
have exactly 168 hours a week to use as you want.
An average week’s work is 48 hours. That.leaves
120 hours for sleep, play, hobbies.

A re We Well Off?
O our American plan of living is the world’s
envy. No nation, or group, lives as well as
we do. We work shorter hours; we have more
leisure. We have more autos, radios, washing
machines, reapers, sewing machines, refrigerators,
telephones — comforts of home—than the rest of
the world combined! Wages are higher per hour
than in other countries . . . wages that continue
to increase.

MAN in Connecticut starts a small business
in a shop ten feet square. In a year his shop
is forty feet square . . . and four men help him.
They, too, share in his industry, ability and profits.

A

The little business practices thrift, or in business
terms, "creates a reserve.” No one tells the owner
how much he shall make, except the consumer.
As the public buys, he makes money. Using this
saved money, the tiny shop in ten years is an acre
square. And the credit established is used to borrow
money at the bank and expand more. Your America
is on its way!

Why?

There are many reasons why wc have a better

The two manufacturers and their fellow-work
ers do.

You benefit because the product rapidly be
comes better and costs less. The worker, owners,
and partners benefit because the spirit of unham
pered competition caused them to make merchan
dise wc, the public, wanted.

America's Foundation!

In California another chap starts a similar busi
ness about the same time. Both men make a new
product. Both men trust to their own initiative
for success. They both grow on merit.

The average man gets more from the American
plan of living than the average person anywhere!
Our plan has come nearer to removing poverty
than any system yet devised. It provides the foun
dation for America!

I

And How a Business Grows

T

Inspired by competition, first one, then the other,
improves his product. They both learn to make it
faster, produce more cheaply, better. Demand for it
increases. Hence each factory owner employs more

... has produced three times as much
wealth as the whole world produced
before 1776.

... has more than doubled our average
wealth and income since 1900.
.. . has distributed wealth so widely
that even in the midst of the depres
sion there were more than 44,000,000
savings accounts with aggregate de
posits exceeding $24,000,000,000.
Approximately 10,000,000 mem
bers of building and loan associa
tions, with assets approaching
$8,000,000,000 ...
approximately 121,000,000 life in
surance policies in force for a face
value of $108,885,000,000.

You do!

N THIS is contained the essence of our American
plan of living. And we are all bound up in it
—whether we be maker, buyer or seller. It involves
constant change, growth, development. It repre
sents individual enterprise attending to the needs
of everyday life, the wishes continually awakened
by improvements, the desire fostered by higher
notions of living.

HE PRODUCTS of these two factories meet on
the shopkeepers’ shelves in every State. Thus
competition—"the life of trade”—begins. The
very nature and being of men fosters competition.
Man never has and never will be able to stop it
... any more than the urge for private ownership
can be suppressed.

YOUR American Plan
of Living

Who benefits?

Through the constantly increasing employees
of this factory grows a prosperous communityworkers need food from farmers—the children
need schools, family health requires protection;
their teeth need attention. So hundreds of men,
their families, merchants and doctors and dentists
and farmers, in and near the town, share in the
profits of this growing industry.

S

One American child in every five goes to high
school; one out of 116 to college. This costs more
than thc school bill of all other nations combined.

fellow men. Each company grows. All — owner,
workers, investor — work together; each doing his
just share. All who work earn more money . ..
build the security of a steady job and a chance to
save for the future . . . gain more leisure, and in
crease their power to purchase.

You have a “part interest" in the
American plan of living; your future
welfare depends on its success. You
will be interested, therefore, in a
report of what it has done. No other
enterprise on earth has ever made such
a good report to its stockholders.

To Sum It Up
E have come far! We are a young nation—still
growing. Continue, then, to look at America
with the dear, keen vision of youth. The last de
pression served merely to bring into focus the fact
that our plan can still be badly shaken and revive.

W

You . . . and only you ... are the American
plan of living. Under it you have independence
—the greatest thing man can have. Believe in it,
uphold it... as you believe in, and trust, yourself.
You are what America is all about!

... has promoted an economic democ
racy in which

about 12,000,000 persons are share
holders in business corporations...

one out of every seven factory work
ers is a shareholder in a company.

... has increased the number of em
ployed nearly four times since 1870.
It has increased the percentage of
gainfully employed in our population
from 34.7% in 1880 to 39.4% in 1930.

... has increased the share of the na
tional income that goes to these work
ers (does not include those who work
for themselves) from 38% in 1850 to
65% in 1929, at about which level it
has remained since that time despite
the depression.
... has increased the industrial work
er’s money wages. In 1929 they were
three times as high as in 1890.

... has increased the purchasing power
of wages—money wages related to
living costs—by 48% during the same
period.
... has decreased the average hours
of labor from 60 hours per week in
1890 to 48 hours.

...has done all this upon average
profits of only 4 cents out of each dol
lar of sales (1919-1929 figures).

If you are interested in this subject, learn
more about it, A free copy of a compre
hensive booklet, “What is Your America all
About? ” now being prepared, will be sent
you. Write to Room 2036, Il West 42nd
Street, New York City.

(This is No. i of a Series of Advertisements on America}
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